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INDIA, U.S. TO REVIEW DEFENCE DEALS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Nirmala Sitharaman  

India and the U.S. will review the progress of their expanding defence cooperation as well as
discuss the issue of sanctions waiver for the arms purchases from Russia during Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman’s six-day visit starting Sunday.

Ms. Sitharaman will hold talks with her counterpart, James Mattis.

Nod for drones

The Ministers are expected to review the progress of several defence deals in the pipeline as
well as the developments in the region.

Discussion are in an advanced stage for the purchase of 24 MH-60R multi-role helicopters for
the Indian Navy through the Foreign Military Sales route and also Predator armed drones for
which the U.S. has already given in-principle approval.

India would also like to get some clarity on the waiver for sanctions under the Countering
America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA).

India has signed or approved several big-ticket defence deals with Russia recently including a
$5.43-bn deal for S-400 long-range air-defence systems.

Co-production projects

According to official sources, Ms. Sitharaman will also visit the recently renamed U.S. Indo-
Pacific Command at Hawaii. Further, she will visit the Mountain View headquarters of
Pentagon’s U.S. Defence Innovation Unit (DIU) to take forward joint development projects.

At the inaugural 2+2 dialogue in New Delhi, a Memorandum of Intent was signed between the
DIU and the Indian Defence Innovation Organisation – Innovation for Defence Excellence (DIO-
iDEX) which will look into joint projects for co-production and co-development through the
Defence Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI).

Ms. Sitharaman was earlier scheduled to visit the U.S. for the 2+2 dialogue and then proceed on
a bilateral visit but that was deferred.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD FIRST?
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

This handout picture taken and released by Press Information Bureau on November 17, 2018
shows new Maldives President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih (R) looking on as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi signs a guestbook during Solih's presidential inauguration in Male, Maldives.   |
Photo Credit: AFP

When Prime Minister Narendra Modi touched down in the Maldives in mid-November to attend
the swearing-in of Ibrahim Mohamed Solih as the country’s President, it was easy to count the
“firsts” in his visit. Among them: this was Mr. Modi’s first visit to the Maldives, the only country in
South Asia he had not yet visited in his tenure, and the first by an Indian Prime Minister in seven
years. The only time a visit by Mr. Modi had been planned, in 2015, he cancelled his travel plan
abruptly, to register a strong protest at the treatment of opposition leaders, who are now in
government. The one “first” that was not as prominent, however, was that despite inviting all
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) leaders to his own swearing-in
ceremony in May 2014, the Maldives visit marked the first time Mr. Modi attended the swearing-
in ceremony of any other leader. The fact that he did, and chose to be one among the audience
rather than on stage, may be a more visible sign of a new, softer neighbourhood policy than the
one Mr. Modi’s government has pursued in previous years.

The current year, 2018, has marked a year of reaching out in the region by the Modi government
in general, with a view to dialling down disagreements that otherwise marked ties with major
powers such as Russia and China. But while Mr. Modi’s “Wuhan summit” with Chinese
President Xi Jinping and the “Sochi retreat” with Russian President Vladimir Putin merited much
attention, it is important to take stock of attempts at rapprochement in the immediate
neighbourhood.

With Nepal, the government’s moves were a clear turn-around from the ‘tough love’ policy since
the 2015 blockade. Then, the government seemed to want nothing more than to usher Prime
Minister K.P. Sharma Oli out of power. In 2018, however, when Mr. Oli was re-elected, despite
his anti-India campaign, the Modi government wasted no time in reaching out and, in a highly
unconventional move, despatched External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj to Kathmandu even
before Mr. Oli had been invited to form the government. Since then, Mr. Oli has been invited to
Delhi and Mr. Modi has made two visits to Nepal, with a third one planned in December to be
part of the “Vivaha Panchami” festival. The frequency of visits in 2018 is in stark contrast to the
three preceding years, when Mr. Modi did not visit Nepal at all.

Similar comparisons abound with India’s reaction to major developments in the neighbourhood.
In the Maldives, when emergency was declared by the previous regime of Abdulla Yameen,
New Delhi made no attempt to threaten him militarily despite expectations of domestic
commentators and Western diplomats. When Mr. Yameen went further, denying visas to
thousands of Indian job seekers and naval and military personnel stationed there, New Delhi’s
response was to say that every country has a right to decide its visa policy.

With elections in Bhutan (completed) and Bangladesh (to be held in December), as well as the
ongoing political crisis in Sri Lanka, India has chosen to make no public political statement that
could be construed as interference or preference for one side over the other. Earlier this year,
the government even allowed a delegation of the Bangladesh opposition to visit Delhi and speak
at Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-affiliated think tanks, although it later deported a British QC
lawyer for the Bangladesh Nationalist Party.
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Perhaps the biggest policy shift this year was carried out as a concession to the Ashraf Ghani
government in Kabul. After a policy of more than two decades of refusing to engage with the
Taliban, or even sit at the table with them, in November India sent envoys to the Moscow
conference on Afghanistan, where the Taliban’s representatives were present. The U.S. chose
to send a diplomat based in Moscow as an “observer”, but the Indian delegation of former
Ambassadors to the region represented non-official “participation” at the event. The shift was
palpable. Earlier, the government had stayed aloof from the process, explaining that any
meeting outside Afghanistan crossed the redline on an “Afghan-owned and Afghan-led solution”.
While the change in position was eventually achieved by a high-level outreach by the Russian
government, which has projected the conference as a big diplomatic success, India’s
participation had been nudged by President Ghani himself. He had made a strong pitch for
backing talks with the Taliban during a visit to Delhi in mid-September. Both in his meeting with
Mr. Modi and in a public speech, Mr. Ghani had stressed that the Islamic State and “foreign
terrorists” were the problem in Afghanistan, as opposed to the Afghan Taliban itself, and talks
with them had the support of the Afghan people. Whatever India’s reservations may have been
about the Taliban, the Modi government eventually decided to extend its participation to the
Moscow event.

Given the context, it may be possible to see the government’s latest shift, in sending two Union
Ministers to Pakistan this week to join Prime Minister Imran Khan for the ground-breaking
ceremony for the Kartarpur corridor, as part of the larger pattern of softening towards the
neighbourhood. No Indian Minister has visited Pakistan since the Uri attack in September 2016,
and after the cancellation of Foreign Minister talks at the UN this year, it was assumed that the
government would not pursue conciliatory proposals with the new government in Islamabad. It is
also significant that the BJP and the Prime Minister have chosen not to make Pakistan an
electoral issue in the current round of State elections, as they did during last year’s Assembly
polls. While it seems unlikely that the larger shift required for a Prime Ministerial visit to Pakistan
for the SAARC summit is possible before elections next year, it is not inconceivable that people-
to-people ties, of the kind Mr. Modi spoke of in his speech comparing the transformative
potential of the Kartarpur corridor to the falling of the Berlin wall, will be allowed to grow.

All these moves lead to the question, why has the government decided to make the change from
playing big brother in the neighbourhood to a more genial and avuncular version of its previous
self? One reason is certainly the backlash it received from some of its smallest neighbours like
Nepal and the Maldives, that didn’t take kindly to being strong-armed, even if New Delhi
projected its advice to be in their best interests. Another could be the conscious rolling back of
India’s previous policy of dissuading neighbours from Chinese engagement to now standing
back as they learn the risks of debt-traps and over-construction of infrastructure on their own.
India’s own rapprochement with China post-Wuhan in the spirit of channelling both “cooperation
and competition together” has also led to this outcome.

It must be stressed, however, that retreating from an aggressive position must not give the
impression that India is retrenching within the region, opening space for the U.S.-China rivalry to
play out in its own backyard. The most obvious reason for the government’s neighbourhood
policy shift of 2018, that resounds closer to the “neighbourhood first” articulation of 2014, is that
general elections are around the corner. This leads to the question, is the new policy simply a
temporary move or a more permanent course correction: Neighbourhood 2.0 or merely
Neighbourhood 1.2.0?

suhasini.h@thehindu.co.in
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TOGETHER IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

Last week saw the European Union releasing its strategy on India after 14 years. Launching the
strategy document, the European Union (EU) Ambassador to India, Tomasz Kozlowski,
underlined that “India is on the top of the agenda of the EU in the field of external relations… this
strategy paper reflects that EU has taken India’s priorities very seriously. We are ready for a joint
leap.” The 2004 EU-India declaration on building bilateral strategic partnership, which this road
map replaces, has not had much of a success in reconfiguring the relationship as was expected.

The new document is sweeping in its scope and lays out a road map for strengthening the EU-
India partnership, which has been adrift for a while in the absence of a clearly articulated
strategy. The new strategy underscores a transformative shift in Brussels vis-à-vis India and
talks of key focus areas such as the need to conclude a broader Strategic Partnership
Agreement, intensifying dialogue on Afghanistan and Central Asia, strengthening technical
cooperation on fighting terrorism, and countering radicalisation, violent extremism and terrorist
financing. More significant from the perspective of the EU, which has been traditionally shy of
using its hard power tools, is a recognition of the need to develop defence and security
cooperation with India.

Despite sharing a congruence of values and democratic ideals, India and the EU have both
struggled to build a partnership that can be instrumental in shaping the geopolitics and
geoeconomics of the 21st century. Each complain of the other’s ignorance, and often arrogance,
and both have their own litany of grievances.

But where India’s relations with individual EU nations have progressed dramatically over the last
few years and the EU’s focus on India has grown, it has become imperative for the two to give
each other a serious look. In this age when U.S. President Donald Trump is upending the global
liberal order so dear to the Europeans, and China’s rise is challenging the very values which
Brussels likes to showcase as the ones underpinning global stability, a substantive engagement
with India is a natural corollary.

The Narendra Modi government too has shed India’s diffidence of the past in engaging with the
West. New Delhi has found the bureaucratic maze of Brussels rather difficult to navigate and in
the process ignored the EU as a collective. At times, India also objected to the high moralistic
tone emanating from Brussels. Where individual nations of the EU started becoming more
pragmatic in their engagement with India, Brussels continued to be big-brotherly in its attitude on
political issues and ignorant of the geostrategic imperatives of Indian foreign and security
policies.

The result was a limited partnership which largely remained confined to economics and trade.
Even as the EU emerged as India’s largest trading partner and biggest foreign investor, the
relationship remained devoid of any strategic content. Though the Modi government did initially
make a push for reviving the talks on EU-India bilateral trade and investment agreement,
nothing much of substance has happened on the bilateral front.

But as the wider EU political landscape evolves after Brexit, and India seeks to manage the
turbulent geopolitics in Eurasia and the Indo-Pacific, both recognise the importance of engaging
each other. There is a new push in Brussels to emerge as a geopolitical actor of some
significance and India is a natural partner in many respects. There is widespread disappointment
with the trajectory of China’s evolution and the Trump administration’s disdain for its Western
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allies is highly disruptive. At a time when India’s horizons are widening beyond South Asia and
the Indian Ocean region, Brussels is also being forced to look beyond its periphery. The EU will
be part of the International Solar Alliance, and has invited India to escort World Food
Programme vessels to transport food to Somalia. The two have been coordinating closely on
regional issues.

The new India strategy document unveiled by the EU, therefore, comes at an appropriate time
when both have to seriously recalibrate their partnership. Merely reiterating that India and the
EU are “natural partners” is not enough, and the areas outlined in the document, from security
sector cooperation to countering terrorism and regional security, need to be focussed on. India
needs resources and expertise from the EU for its various priority areas, such as cybersecurity,
urbanisation, environmental regeneration, and skill development.

As the EU shifts its focus to India, New Delhi should heartily reciprocate this outreach. In the
past, India had complained that Brussels does not take India seriously and that despite the two
not having any ideological affinity, the EU-China relations carried greater traction. Now all that
might change.

Harsh V. Pant is Director, Studies and Head of Strategic Studies Programme at the Observer
Research Foundation, New Delhi, and Professor of International Relations at King’s College
London

The government’s maternity benefit programme must be implemented better and comply with
the Food Security Act
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INDIA, U.S. AIR FORCES TO BEGIN JOINT DRILL
TODAY

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

The Air Forces of India and the U.S. will begin a 12-day military exercise in the Kalaikunda and
Panagarh air bases in West Bengal on Monday with an aim to enhance operational coordination,
officials said.

The ‘Ex Cope India-18’ will be the fourth edition in the series of bilateral drills between the Indian
Air Force and the U.S. Air Force. This is for the first time, the exercise is being held at two Air
Force bases, the officials said.

“The aim of the exercise is to provide operational exposure and undertake mutual exchange of
best practices towards enhancing operational capability,” the IAF said in a statement.

The U.S. has sent a fleet of F15 C/D and C-130 military aircraft. The IAF is participating with the
Su-30 MKI, Jaguar, Mirage 2000, C-130J and AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System)
aircraft.
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OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade Organisation (WTO)

Transparent tension between the US and China at the recently concluded Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) meetings in Port Moresby underlined a disturbing phenomenon that cast a
dark shadow over the G20 meetings in Buenos Aires (30 November-1 December). Tensions are
so high that China cancelled a high-level trade delegation to Washington scheduled for earlier
this month. White House officials are now mooting the prospect, albeit unlikely, of trying to eject
China from the World Trade Organization (WTO).

The spat has spread beyond the White House and President Donald Trump. At the New
Economy Forum held in Singapore in November, Henry Paulson, the former head of Goldman
Sachs and treasury secretary under President George W. Bush, warned that a “new economic
iron curtain” is falling between China and the US. Meanwhile, Wang Qishan, vice president of
China, claimed that the “polarization of right-leaning populism” in the West was stoking anger
and destabilizing the global order.

The Trump administration contends that China persistently flouts the spirit, and sometimes the
letter, of WTO rules. There is truth to these allegations. But what lies behind such accusations is
the administration’s inchoate sense that China is on the verge of challenging America’s
economic, technological and even military dominance, a status that has been unchallenged
since the end of the Cold War.

The conventional view is that free flows of international trade and investment, as well as ideas
and even ideals, enhances well-being for all nations that sign on. This view is deeply grounded
in economic theory and is at the core of the post-war global order and the institutions that govern
it — what political scientist John Ruggie has termed “embedded liberalism”.

The contrary view is that, in practice, nationalistic power can ride roughshod over free trade and
investment. Trumpian isolationism, though intellectually incoherent and confused, seems to be
saying that a powerful country like the US can and should bully other less powerful countries into
tilting their terms of trade against themselves and in favour of
the US. To be fair, this is not entirely new with Trump. As long ago as the 1990s, economist
Jagdish Bhagwati coined the concept of the “diminished giant syndrome” to explain the US tilt
away from multilateralism toward preferential trade agreements which could be stacked in favour
of the US.

The charge that China has, since its opening up in the 1980s, extracted greater gains from trade
with the US than vice versa is suspect. The US—indeed, the whole world—has benefited
enormously from China’s exports of an ever more diverse variety of products that are less
expensive than ever in human history.

This boon to the world’s consumers was initially due to cheap labour, but is increasingly due to
mass production and cutting-edge technology, usually borrowed, but occasionally stolen. But the
world’s producers have benefited as well, having greatly leveraged their technology, design and
brand names by outsourcing labour-intensive assembly to China, thus handsomely enhancing
their profit margins. Apple is a prime example: its products are assembled in China but designed
in the US, which reaps most of the gain.

The Trump administration is threatening to raise its existing 10% tariffs on Chinese imports to
25% by January unless China makes major concessions. China has signalled clearly that it will
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not be browbeaten. It is not constrained by the niceties of Western-style democracy from dipping
into its deep pockets to hold out in a trade war with Trump.

It is surely ironic that policies designed to “Make America Great Again” are very likely to backfire
and accelerate American decline, by choking off the very gains from free trade and investment
that helped create and sustain American hegemony in the first place.

To heighten the irony, America’s gains from trade with a future China, if managed cooperatively
rather than adversarially, could well exceed its past gains. Empirical studies show that intra-
industry trade between advanced economies yields higher mutual gains than that between
developed and less developed economies. In other words, trade between America and an ever
more prosperous China could yield greater gains, not lesser.

In fact, China’s output of basic scientific research is now greater than America’s, at least as
measured by publications in leading academic journals. Tsinghua University’s output rivals
MIT’s. This measure, imperfect as it is, likely foreshadows commercial and military technology
that may soon challenge America’s.

Paranoid nationalists may worry that this foretells harm to the US. Yet as China advances
toward world-class output in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
research, there will be far more for the US to gain by cooperating rather than complaining and
coercing. The smart American choice would be to step back from a tariff and arms race with
China that would damage both economies as well as dissipate the attendant gains from trade
and investment between them.

The wise course for the US is not to try to take on China as a foe, but rather to intertwine
Western and Asian self-interest by harnessing free trade in goods, capital and ideas. That is the
right route to “Making America Great Again”.

James W. Dean is emeritus professor of economics at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver,
Canada. Vivek Dehejia is resident senior fellow at IDFC Institute in Mumbai and a Mint
columnist.
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OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: United Nations (UNO)

Today, the provision of public goods and services at the global and regional level is dangerously
inadequate. The UN system, the European Union, and other multilateral organizations are under
great stress, because their budgets are inadequate to meet their responsibilities.

While a few free-market ideologues may still argue that profit-motivated corporations should run
the world without governments, experience proves otherwise. Governments are essential to
provide universal access to vital services such as health and education; infrastructure such as
highways, railways, and the power grid; and funding for scientific research and early-stage
technology. Governments are also needed to tax the rich and transfer income to the poor.
Otherwise our societies will become dangerously unequal, unjust, and unstable—as is occurring
in the US today.

Governments in successful high-income countries collect at least 25% of the national income in
taxes to carry out these functions. In the world’s most successful economies, notably the social
democracies of Northern Europe, governments tax around 50% of the national income. They
use these revenues for three vital functions: public services, public investments, and transfer
payments from rich to poor.

These three public functions are urgently needed beyond the national level. Groups of
neighbouring countries —such as the EU and the African Union (AU)— need public services,
public investments, and transfer payments that cut across national borders, and that often
involve dozens of countries simultaneously. Regional groups need adequate regional budgets to
carry out their vital functions. In the same way, the UN as a whole needs an adequate budget to
finance global efforts to fight climate change, protect the oceans, end extreme poverty, resist
nuclear proliferation, and stop local conflicts through the UN Security Council before they
become global disasters.

The EU, AU, and other regional groups should be building regional power grids based on
renewable energy instead of fossil fuels. These groups should also be transferring funds from
the richest to the poorest regions to eliminate pockets of persistent poverty. And they should be
protecting nature across borders and investing much more in science and technology to take
advantage of the digital revolution.

Yet the budget resources available for such multilateral cooperation are a pittance. While many
EU member states tax at least 25% of national income for public spending at the national and
local levels, the funding available for the EU-wide budget is just 1% of the member countries’
combined income.

The reason for the underfunding is obvious. Taxes are under the jurisdiction of national and local
governments, which jealously guard their tax prerogatives. The national governments agreed to
transfer only 1% of national income to Brussels for EU-wide purposes.

The result is an EU with very big aspirations and a very small operating budget. Still worse, the
nationalists in Europe claim that the EU budget is too large, not woefully small. No country could
hold itself together on just 1% of the national income. And it may happen that the EU, too, will be
unable to maintain itself on such a tiny budget. EU-wide public services, investments, and
transfers are a tiny fraction of what is needed to have a truly effective union.
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The situation is even more dire at the global level. The UN’s regular budget is a mere $2.7 billion
per year, or just 0.003% of the world’s $90 trillion total income. Its total annual revenue,
including additional contributions of member states for peacekeeping and humanitarian
operations, is around $50 billion, or 0.06% of the world income. UN member states rightly adopt
bold measures such as the Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement,
yet lack the financial means to implement them.

Even though the UN budget is small, the US government routinely attacks the institution for
being bloated and too expensive. The US pays around 22% of the annual $2.7 billion regular
budget, or some $600 million each year, but this is less than $2 per American! Adding in
peacekeeping and other payments, the total annual US contribution comes to around $10 billion,
or roughly $30 per capita. By being so miserly, the US does itself a disservice. The costs to the
US, and the world, of chronic under-investment in global needs could run into the tens of trillions
of dollars.

In addition to payments through the UN, high-income countries make direct payments to poorer
countries in the form of official development assistance. Combined net ODA totals around $150
billion each year, or just 0.31% of the income of the donor countries, compared with the long-
promised 0.7% of income for ODA. Because these global transfers are so small, extreme
poverty persists in a world of plenty.

The world must get serious about matching multilateral money with multilateral needs. The EU
should quickly double the EU budget to 2% of EU income, and more over time. Likewise, the
world should devote at least 2% of world income to global public goods and services to end
extreme poverty, protect nature, save millions of destitute people from premature deaths, ensure
schooling for all children, and uphold peace through the UN.

The time has come to think about new global taxes—on corporate incomes, offshore accounts,
international financial transactions, billionaires’ net wealth, and pollution—to pay for an
interconnected world under stress. With creativity, cooperation, and foresight, we can mobilize
new revenues to turn our great global wealth into sustainable well being for all. ©2018/Project
Syndicate

Jeffrey D. Sachs is professor of health policy and management, and sustainable development,
at Columbia University.
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TRUMP WRITES TO IMRAN, SEEKS HELP IN AFGHAN
TALKS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

Imran Khan.APAnjum Naveed  

Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry said on Monday that U.S. President Donald Trump has written a
letter to Prime Minister Imran Khan, seeking Islamabad’s support in securing a “negotiated
settlement” to the war in Afghanistan.

The development comes as Washington steps up efforts to hold peace talks with the resurgent
Taliban.

In the letter, Mr. Trump said a settlement is “his most important regional priority”, the Pakistani
Foreign Ministry stated. “In this regard, he has sought Pakistan’s support and facilitation”, it
continued.

Troubled relationship

U.S. officials accuse Islamabad of ignoring or even collaborating with groups such as the Afghan
Taliban and the Haqqani network, which attack Afghanistan from safe havens along the border
between the two countries.

The White House believes that Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence agency and other military
bodies have long helped fund and arm the Taliban both for ideological reasons and to counter
the rising Indian influence in Afghanistan.

It believes that a Pakistani crackdown on the militants could be pivotal in deciding the outcome
of the war.

Pakistan has long denied the claims and says it has paid the price for its alliance with the U.S. in
the “war on terror”, with thousands of its citizens killed in its long struggle with militancy. “Trump
acknowledged that the war had cost both USA and Pakistan,” the Foreign Ministry statement
continued. Islamabad would help facilitate any talks “in good faith”, the Ministry added.

The troubled relationship between Pakistan and Afghanistan hit yet another bump last month
after Mr. Trump declared he had cancelled assistance worth hundreds of millions of dollars
because Islamabad does not do “a damn thing” for the U.S. Mr. Khan hit back at the criticism on
Twitter, calling on the U.S. President to name an ally that has sacrificed more against militancy.

Mr. Trump’s letter came as the U.S. announced that Zalmay Khalilzad will make another visit
starting this week as special envoy to the region. Mr. Khalilzad will meet officials in Pakistan and
Afghanistan, as well as Russia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Belgium and the United Arab
Emirates, as part of the push for talks. He recently expressed hopes that a peace deal to end
the war could be struck before the Afghan presidential election, scheduled for April.

At an international conference on Afghanistan in Geneva last Monday, Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani said a 12-person Afghan negotiating team has been prepared for peace talks.
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But the Taliban, who have previously insisted they will only speak with U.S. officials, rejected Mr.
Ghani’s overtures, calling the government in Kabul “impotent” and a “waste of time”.
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TARIFF TRUCE: ON U.S.-CHINA TRADE WAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade Organisation (WTO)

The global trade war has come to a welcome pause. On the sidelines of the G20 meeting in
Buenos Aires over the weekend, the U.S. and Chinese Presidents, Donald Trump and Xi
Jinping, agreed to a 90-day truce. The two countries will try to find an amicable solution to the
various problems plaguing bilateral trade relations, such as disputes over intellectual property
rights and Chinese state support for domestic industries, through talks over the next three
months. Meanwhile, the U.S. will refrain from raising the tariff on Chinese goods worth $200
billion from the current rate of 10% to 25% on January 1, 2019, as planned. In return, according
to the White House, China will purchase agricultural and other goods from the U.S. in order to
reduce the trade imbalance between the two countries. If talks fail, however, increased tariff
rates are scheduled to come into force immediately. It is worth noting that Canada and Mexico
arrived at a compromise trade agreement with the U.S. in October, replacing the decades-old
North-American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). So these are signs that the global trade war
that began earlier this year may be cooling down a little as 2018 draws to an end.

What prompted the U.S. and China to arrive at an unexpected, albeit temporary, compromise is
unclear. It will be important to see if any compromise between the two trade giants will include a
complete rollback of the tariffs imposed on each other over the year. But the temporary trade
truce should still offer some relief, as there have been apprehensions about the U.S.-China
trade battle bringing global economic growth to a grinding halt. Signs of a significant slowdown
in the Chinese economy and concerns over the negative impact of the trade war on American
financial markets may have played a part in Mr. Trump and Mr. Xi agreeing to the truce —
probably a sober recognition of the fact that there are no economic winners in any trade war.
During the upcoming negotiations, the U.S. is likely to press hard on China’s protectionist
policies aimed at favouring its domestic industries. But it is unlikely that China will yield to such
pressure as that would require a seismic shift in the country’s growth policy, which till now has
emphasised the state’s role in the economy. In fact, the Chinese government’s promise to
increase imports from the U.S. is a clear giveaway of the fact that it still dominates the economy.
Further, China itself is bound to draw attention to the U.S.’s own protectionist policies. A
compromise that will allow both sides to claim final victory in the battle would be the best
outcome.

Maharashtra’s proposal on reservation for Marathas is bound to invite judicial scrutiny
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RAJA MANDALA: RETHINKING THE GULF
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Middle East
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C. Raja Mohan is Director, Institute of South Asian Studies, National University of
Singapore, and the consulting editor on foreign affairs for 'The Indian Express'. Before his
association with The Indian Express began in 2004, Raja Mohan worked for The Hindu as its
Washington correspondent and Strategic Affairs Editor. He was a distinguished fellow at the
Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi.  In his academic avatar, Raja Mohan has been
professor of South Asian Studies at the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, and the
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. As a think tanker, he worked at the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses and Centre for Policy Research in New Delhi. He is on the
editorial board of various international affairs journals and is affiliated with the Institute of South
Asian Studies, Singapore; the Lowy Institute, Sydney; and the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Washington DC. He is the author, most recently, of Samudra Manthan:
Sino-Indian Rivalry in the Indo-Pacific.

India’s relations with the key Gulf countries have never been as good as they are today. The
deepening energy interdependence is marked by growing volumes of energy imports into India
and the prospect of substantive investments from the Gulf into the Indian hydrocarbon sector.
The number of Indian migrant workers in the region stands at more than 7 million. The Gulf is
among India’s top trading partners.

Meanwhile, a high-level engagement between India and the Gulf has blossomed in recent years.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj have travelled
frequently to the Gulf and there has been a steady stream of senior Gulf leaders visiting India.
The expansion of the political engagement has been matched by the growing security
cooperation, especially on counter-terrorism. India and its Gulf partners are also taking tentative
steps towards defence cooperation.

There is no question that Delhi’s political neglect of the Gulf has ended during the last few years.
Yet, India’s relations with the Gulf have been constrained by too strong a focus on the bilateral.
Delhi is paying too little attention to the growing weight of the Gulf in regional affairs and the
strategic possibilities that it opens up for India.

To be sure, Saudi Arabia has long been a pivotal state. As the nation with one of the world’s
largest petroleum reserves and capable of modulating its oil production, Riyadh has played a
critical role in shaping the world energy markets since the 1970s. As the home to Mecca and
Medina, Saudi Arabia has a unique place in the Islamic world. Since the late 1960s, Riyadh has
exercised significant political influence in the evolution of the Middle East.

The rise of the UAE, in contrast, has been less noticed. What differentiates the UAE from other
petrostates is a rare purposefulness that has turned it into a strategic actor of consequence in
the Middle East and beyond. The cathartic events of 9/11 and the Arab Spring have convinced
Abu Dhabi that it must act boldly and generate the capabilities to survive amidst the regional
turbulence.

Consider for a moment the defence budget of the UAE. Some reports put it around $22 billion,
which is nearly 40 per cent of India’s defence spending of about $52 billion. The UAE was the
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fourth-largest importer of weapons during 2013-17.

The UAE is also a major player in the global logistics market, thanks to the successful
development of Dubai as a major port and aviation hub. It is now striving to emerge as a centre
of art, higher education and technological innovation. As the home to multiple nationalities from
around the world, the UAE has become a small but important cosmopolitan centre.

If Delhi looks beyond the bilateral, it will find two very important axes of potential partnerships in
the Middle East. One is the idea of a “moderate Arab centre”. The UAE leadership has made the
construction of a moderate bloc in the region its highest regional priority. It sees the construction
of such a core around Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Abu Dhabi believes that only a coalition of
moderate Arab states can move the region out of its current deeply troubled state.

Abu Dhabi also believes that the values of cultural openness, religious tolerance, women’s
empowerment, and economic opportunities for younger people — which helped the Emirates
succeed — can be extended to other parts of the Middle East. By any measure, this is an
ambitious project. And there are many obstacles to its realisation — especially the deepening
divisions within the Gulf.

But the idea of a moderate Arab centre should resonate deeply with India’s natural ethos and its
traditional empathy for modernising forces in the Arab world. Helping the construction of a
moderate Arab centre envisaged by Abu Dhabi, then, is very much in India’s interest.

Second is the growing impact of the Gulf countries in the Indian Ocean region. Nowhere is this
more evident than the Horn of Africa. The recent success of the UAE and Saudi Arabia in
brokering peace between Ethiopia and Eritrea who had been locked in a prolonged conflict
underlines the positive role of the Gulf in Africa. Others point to the destabilising impact of the
rivalry between Saudi Arabia and the UAE on the one hand and Qatar and Turkey elsewhere in
the region, most notably in Somalia and its rebel provinces.

Alliances, military bases, interventions and peace-making have long been considered as the
preserve of great powers. But the Gulf countries today are bringing a combination of financial
resources and political will to shape the geopolitics of their neighbouring regions. Some of the
Gulf countries like the UAE are eager to collaborate with India on development assistance and
the construction of strategic infrastructure in the Indian Ocean littoral. If India continues to be
disinterested, they are bound to look for other partners.

The Gulf states have relied in the past on the Anglo-Americans for their security. As America
and Britain gaze at their own navel, the Gulf states are taking greater responsibility for managing
the regional order. The conditions under which India could afford to take a purely bilateral
approach to the Gulf nations are beginning to disappear. India needs an integrated regional
strategy to secure its ever-rising stakes in the Middle East and the Western Indian Ocean.
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INDIA’S BHUTAN HYDEL PROJECT READY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Bhutan

Vijay Gokhale  

India is expected to commission a major hydropower project in Bhutan in the coming weeks,
Foreign Secretary Vijay Gokhale said on Tuesday.

Delivering a speech on India-Bhutan relations, the top diplomat said cooperation in the
hydropower sector was a sign of strength of the time-tested ties between the two countries.

“This year we hope to commission the flagship 750 megawatt Mangdechhu hydropower project,
hopefully this month itself, and we are also working on a number of ongoing and planned
projects that will ensure our relationship in this sector continues in the future,” said the Foreign
Secretary assuring Bhutan of India’s commitment to work with the Himalayan country.

Adapting to the times

The Mangdechhu project was bagged by the Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (BHEL) and it will be
implemented on a bilateral basis. The Foreign Secretary said India-Bhutan ties had adapted to
the changing times. Bhutan’s latest democratic election had firmed up its position as a leading
democracy in the region, he said.

Commissioning of the project will mark a highpoint in bilateral ties in the coming months.

The official said India and Bhutan were now interacting at the level of parliamentarians and civil
society participants, while also maintaining close dialogue at the official levels.

Special ties

The Foreign Minister of Bhutan Tandi Dorji told The Hindu on Tuesday that Bhutan would
maintain its special relationship with India in the future.

The Foreign Secretary’s comments came at the end of a conference organised by the Indian
Council of World Affairs (ICWA) that was organised to mark half century of diplomatic ties
between Delhi and Thimphu.
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OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

Despite its obvious significance, Brexit is a mere sideshow compared to the muffled, but more
fundamental disintegration taking place across the European Union (EU). The political centre is
not holding in the key member states. Nationalism is on the march everywhere. Even pro-
European governments have, in practice, abandoned all blueprints for genuine consolidation
and are increasingly drifting toward re-nationalization of banking systems, public debt, and social
policy.

With Brexit from the north and the Italian government’s deployment of xenophobic anti-
Europeanism from the south, “ever-closer union” is becoming a farcical symbol of the disconnect
between reality and the EU establishment’s propaganda. And German chancellor Angela
Merkel’s political eclipse is adding impetus to this dynamic.

While most eyes are on events in London and Rome, it is Germany that offers the best clues to
the EU’s weakened state. Germany is experiencing a paradoxical crisis. Europe’s powerhouse is
awash with money. A breathtaking current account surplus is producing a tsunami of capital
inflows.

So, why is Germany’s political centre not holding? Why are the major parties haemorrhaging
support? Why is discontent, xenophobia, and precariousness seemingly triumphant?

Germany’s habitat, Europe, is in a deepening systemic crisis, with effects that are reaching deep
into German society. The inhuman austerity policies first tried and tested in Greece were soon
after extended to the rest of Europe. The policy of running a federal budget surplus during
deflationary times has led to crumbling infrastructure and deteriorating public services. The
repercussions of low levels of investment in people and green technologies have left a majority
of Germans feeling trapped.

Since the euro crisis began, a wall of money has been boosting German share prices, house
prices in the main cities, and inequality. Indeed, half of the population is finding it increasingly
hard to make ends meet. We should not be surprised by Germany’s paradoxical crisis.
European economies are fully intertwined, and so are the fates of their people.

Internal devaluation in southern countries failed to rebalance their economies for the simple
reason that, while wages and prices fell in, say, Greece and Spain, debt did not, thus trapping
whole populations in insolvency. To preserve the EU, the European Central Bank had to step in
with negative interest rates and asset purchases. But the negative interest rates resulted in
shrinking German pension funds, while the asset purchases magnified inequality in Germany.
This combination of low demand, negative interest rates, rising inequality, and increasing
asymmetries within and between European countries is the true cause of rising nationalism.

This is why the whiff of disintegration is everywhere. The pre-condition for ending Europe’s
disintegration is the release of millions of Germans from a precarious existence in the midst of
tremendous wealth. And the prerequisite for releasing them is the abandonment of the false
belief that northern Europe is clashing with southern Europe.

The real battle is taking place within every EU country. It is a battle between progressives and
authoritarians, whether establishment austerians or insurgent racists. This is the true conflict that
hides behind the façade of identity politics and moral panic over migrants.
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Those of us who are active in building a pan-European progressive political movement believe
that only transnationality-in-action can counter the sectarian, nationalist narratives that conceal
the underlying struggle. In practice, this means developing a single pan-European policy agenda
and forming a single transnational electoral vehicle that contests elections across Europe on the
basis of that agenda.

Fortunately, this is no longer a theoretical endeavour. The Democracy in Europe Movement
2025 (DiEM25) has already formulated such an agenda, a Green New Deal for Europe, and has
formed such a transnational electoral formation, the European Spring. In May 2019, when the
European Parliament election takes place, the European Spring will contest them via the
national parties across the continent.

Last weekend, the assembly of our German party, Demokratie in Europa, elected me to lead its
list of European Parliament candidates. My candidacy symbolizes the end of the north-south
divide and epitomizes the new transnational politics that is uniquely capable of saving European
democracy, German democracy, and, indeed, Greek, Italian, and French democracies. In the
coming months, I will campaign in Greece, as leader of our Greek party (MeRA25) running in
Greece’s national elections, in Germany as a candidate for the European Parliament, and in the
rest of Europe on behalf of European Spring.

When my fellow Greeks ask me why I am running simultaneously in Greece’s national election
and in Germany as a candidate to represent Germans in Brussels, my answer will be: Because
our European crisis is one, even if it manifests itself differently in Greece and in Germany. And
when German voters ask me, “Why are you, a Greek, seeking our vote here in Germany to
represent us in the European Parliament?”, my answer will be: Because the policies that are
depriving so many Germans of hope were first tried and tested in the dystopic laboratory that
was Greece.

This is a time for Europeans to be bold, courageous, and prepared to do what our forebears
failed to accomplish in the 1930s: to press transnational democratic politics into the service of
progressive Europeanism. ©2018/project syndicate

Yanis Varoufakis is a former finance minister of Greece.
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COLOMBO’S PERCEPTIONS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Supporters of President Maithripala Sirisena and Mahinda Rajapaksa at a rally in Colombo on
November 5.   | Photo Credit: LAKRUWAN WANNIARACHCHI

There are no winners in the political crisis in Sri Lanka. President Maithripala Sirisena, whose
actions triggered the crisis, Mahinda Rajapaksa, who as Prime Minister lost two confidence
votes, and Ranil Wickremesinghe, former Prime Minister who enjoys majority support in
Parliament, are locked in a draw.

Against this backdrop, what are the perceptions among the main political actors, which impact
Sri Lanka-India relations? A delegation of eminent Indian scholars, former civil servants and a
retired navy chief, led by Lalit Mansingh, former Foreign Secretary and chairman of the Kalinga
Lanka Foundation (KLF), was in Colombo last month. The delegation’s candid discussions with
four leading think tanks and numerous key players on different sides of the political divide
provided a ringside view of the situation.

Cutting across party lines, a clear bipartisan consensus emerged about Sri Lanka’s continuing
need to nurture a positive engagement with India. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s initiatives to
improve the relationship evoked appreciation. But given the asymmetries in size and power, Sri
Lanka finds itself overwhelmed by India’s presence. Hence, resisting India’s overtures for closer
cooperation may be seen as part of Sri Lanka’s assertion of its independent identity.

From the Sri Lankan perspective, cultivating China as a counter to India makes strategic sense.
The country needs huge capital for its development. China seems to be the only source willing
to provide it, albeit on increasingly tougher terms. Many Sri Lankan intellectuals and
policymakers reject the notion of a Chinese ‘debt trap’ and criticism of the 99-year lease given to
China for Hambantota Port as ‘neo-colonial’. They argue that they would accept Chinese money,
but refuse to embrace China’s presence. Rather unconvincingly, they claim expertise in knowing
and dealing with China.

On India-China rivalry, pro-Rajapaksa interlocutors sought a balance in Sri Lanka’s ties with the
two Asian powers. A strong, though unrealistic, plea was made suggesting that China-Sri Lanka
relations should not be seen from the narrow prism of the complex relations between India and
China. They advanced two additional arguments: one, for most projects Colombo had
approached India initially and turned to China only later; two, ‘China delivers, while Indian
bureaucracy delays’ was a constant refrain.

It appears Sri Lanka may be turning away from its identity as a South Asian nation to assert its
role as an Indian Ocean country, imbued with an ambition to connect better with ASEAN and
Japan. Discontent over the impasse in SAARC and challenges in strengthening the Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation are behind this shift.
Economic opportunities that could result from better international maritime connectivity and the
potential of the blue economy are other motivations. Concerning the Indian Ocean, Colombo
clamours for India’s collaboration in its efforts to turn the region into one of peace and harmony.
Some express support for reviving the trilateral maritime cooperation among India, Sri Lanka
and the Maldives. Others believe that India and China must cooperate for the region’s benefit.

On economic cooperation with India, Mr. Wikremesinghe has been more upbeat than the
President or Mr. Rajapaksa. In retrospect, one of the triggers for the crisis was his insistence to
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move ahead with projects identified in the MoU signed with India in April 2017 that had Mr.
Sirisena’s opposition. Mr. Wikremesinghe, on a recent visit to Delhi, sought to transfer Mr.
Modi’s concern over delays in project implementation to Mr. Sirisena. Besides, Mr.
Wikremesinghe’s apparent refusal to take seriously Mr. Sirisena’s anxiety over reports of an
attempt on his life brought the two to the breaking point.

The KLF delegation heard how the Sri Lankan industry feared being flooded by Indian goods
and professionals. The Economic and Technology Cooperation Agreement is yet to reach
finalisation. Assessment in Colombo is that Indian investors prefer to invest at home; hence Sri
Lanka’s push to attract new investments from Southeast Asia and beyond. The point, however,
is that all investors will be risk-averse when the country is unstable and politically fractured. The
Sri Lankan Tamil view continues to be supportive of a proactive policy stance by India.

India encounters a range of reactions in Sri Lanka: appreciation, support, suspicion and
opposition. Indian diplomacy plays on a sticky wicket. New Delhi is committed to refraining from
interference in a neighbour’s internal affairs, but it will always defend its vital interests. While
being fair to all sides, it is closely monitoring the unfolding crisis.

Rajiv Bhatia is Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House, and former Ambassador to Myanmar

The government’s maternity benefit programme must be implemented better and comply with
the Food Security Act
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF PERU SIGN CO-OPERATION AND
MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CUSTOMS MATTERS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - South America

Ministry of Finance

The Government of the Republic of India and the Republic
of Peru sign Co-operation and Mutual Assistance in
Customs Matters

Posted On: 05 DEC 2018 3:49PM by PIB Delhi

An Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the
Republic of Peru on Co-operation and Mutual Assistance in Customs Matters was signed today
in Mumbai, on the side-lines of the 80th Session of the Policy Commission Meeting of the World
Customs Organisations (WCO) . The three day 80th Session of the Policy Commission Meeting
of the WCO  is being organised by the Central Board of Customs and Indirect Taxes (CBIC),
Government of India in Mumbai, India, from 3rd to 5th December 2018.

 

The Agreement was signed by Mr. S. Ramesh, Chairman, CBIC on behalf of the Government of
India and Mr. Rafael Garcia, as the National Superintendent of Customs on behalf of the
Government of the Republic of Peru.

 

The Agreement provides a legal framework for sharing of information and intelligence between
the Customs authorities of the two countries and will help in the proper application of Customs
laws, prevention and investigation of Customs offences. The Agreement will also help in the
availability of relevant information for the prevention and investigation of Customs offences. The
Agreement is expected to facilitate trade and ensure efficient clearance of goods traded
between the two countries.

*****

 

DSM/RM/KA

(Release ID: 1554757) Visitor Counter : 388

Read this release in: Marathi , Hindi , Bengali
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NEEDED: A 25-YEAR HORIZON
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes
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The writer, a former rear admiral in the navy, is author of ‘A Nuclear Strategy for India’.

Even a casual survey of retired ICS officer Penderel Moon’s monumental work on the transfer of
power from Britain to Independent India shows how the joy in Delhi eclipsed any thoughts of the
islands in the Indian ocean. It took the benign intervention of Lord Mountbatten on the Indian
side to force Whitehall not to retain the Andaman and Nicobar islands and the Lakshadweep
Islands as part of the wider British Indian Ocean territories. In 1947, or even two decades later,
there was no strategic community in Delhi — the earliest strategic noises from Indians began to
be heard only in the 1980s. Panicked by Pakistan’s attempt to capture Srinagar in 1947, the
Chinese war of 1962 and Pakistan’s second attempt in 1965, the entire government closed
ranks and concluded that India had only one strategic choice — to hold onto the territory the
British had transferred to us. It was the right strategy for the time to preserve our territorial
integrity. A foreign policy of non-alignment to get the best deal out of the Cold War in support of
the national strategy also cannot be flawed.

Now, 70 years have passed and we are well into the 21st century. The Cold War is over and the
Soviet Union, with whom we had a strategic alliance, has been reduced to a state in
demographic decline whose GDP is lower than India’s. What will the world look like in 2050?
Technology threatens to change the world apart from geopolitics. Yet we must make our bets,
because altering the strategy of a country takes a quarter of a century. Geopolitically, the
defining event is the rise of China and the biggest question of all — will China take over the
American hegemony by 2050 with all the downstream consequences? For 70 years we have
been used to a world in which the rules were laid down at Bretton Woods and by the formation
of the United Nations, in which the United States held sway. The belief that liberal democracy is
the way to wealth and prosperity has grown and also been taught in colleges. Now, the
foundation of that belief is being rocked by China, whose rise in material prosperity runs parallel
to a firm belief in the merits of an authoritarian government run by a communist dictatorship.
People once aspired to be like the US — a liberal democracy, warts and all. But if the world’s
hegemon is an autocracy, will not governments aspire to be the same? The consequences can
be earth-shaking. The proportion of the US government defence budget that results from
overseas deployment is almost 60 per cent. If this amount is to be ignored, China already
spends about the same as the US democratic defence budget. Writing scenarios on which to
base policy is crucial for a rising power like India which, like it or not, will become the swing state
with a $10 trillion GDP by 2035. Clearly, territorial integrity is a ridiculous strategic choice for a
state with a population of 1.3 billion, a GDP of $10 trillion and a defence budget of $ 200 billion,
by 2035. But what scenarios are we working towards?

On the one hand, we have a scenario where the hegemon is a liberal democracy, whose foreign
policy includes pushing its ideas among the countries of the world. On the other hand, we have
a world led by an autocratic hegemon with a dreadful record of human rights, but possessing an
impressive war chest of $4 trillion to push its own ideas of hegemony through the debt-driven
diplomacy of one-belt-one-road, whose closest chums are Pakistan and North Korea. India will
have to live with one of these scenarios and it will take a quarter century to prepare all arms of
the government to cope with either.
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The intellectual basis of these two situations are contained in two books. One is Francis
Fukuyama’s The End of History and the other is Joshua Kurlantzick’s The Retreat of
Democracy. In Fukuyama’s world, the increasing democratisation of the world will lead to
international peace — for liberal democracies do not make war on each other. In Kurlantzick’s
world, the revolt of the middle classes, inspired by the Chinese hegemon will see the retreat of
democracy and increasing conflict.

Those familiar with Net Assessment of the United States (security framework) will realise the
merits of defining the world for which policy is to be made. Foreign policy can be changed
overnight, economic policy takes a while longer, but defence policy takes two decades. For
instance, the Indian army has magnificently fulfilled the strategic objective of territorial integrity in
the 20th century. For the 21st century, it is patently obsolete. The navy, which will have the
primary task of influencing geopolitics, has no weapons to influence the course of a land war,
and the air force is still fighting over denying territorial airspace. The National Security Advisor
must task either the National Security Staff, the Integrated Staff or a think tank, with defining
scenarios appropriately, so that the government can plan its strategic policy on a common basis.

The writer, a former rear admiral in the navy, is author of A Nuclear Strategy for India
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TAKE A STAND
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade Organisation (WTO)

© 2018 The Indian Express Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

He is chancellor, Central University of Gujarat.

On November 21, the price of crude crashed. It recovered slightly, but there was considerable
ferment in markets. Energy and finance experts don’t like to be told that energy price rises give a
pass for most corporates, but a number of studies have shown that a fall in crude prices is
generally not passed on to the consumer. Economists call this the ratchet effect in the sense
that there is asymmetry in the impact of falling, as compared to rising prices of something as
important as fuel. But while prices may be sticky on this count, India is a crude short economy
and these events do reflect on the bottom line.

Two days before the crude price fell, Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu declared that “Old
issues at the WTO cannot be forgotten; new ones to be addressed too” (emphasis added). The
honourable minister, with this single declaration at the conference on “Strategic Alliance for
WTO and Trade Remedies Law and Practice”, organised by FICCI and Laxmikamalan &
Sreedharan, give up on behalf of the Government of India a position that India has fought for
decades for its farmers and for food subsidies to its poor. Interestingly, the minister aligned
himself and our country with the interest of the corporate sector and its substantial links with
multinationals and global financing agencies. He also hit a blow on India’s leadership of the
developing countries on this issue. I am not generally prone to strong language, but the
occasion demands a stand.

In 2018, India has rapidly modified a position it had held for decades in the agricultural
globalisation debates. The 11th Ministerial Conference of the WTO was held at Buenos Aires in
Argentina from December 10-13, 2017. PTI reported that the US administration informed the US
Congress that India blocked a Ministerial Declaration at that conference taking a firm stand on
special and differential treatment. But in March end 2018, Prabhu did give an indication of what
was underway, when he reportedly said: “While some of the new issues being raised by others
may also be of relevance to India, existing issues such as agriculture are critical livelihood
issues which are extremely important for India.” (emphasis added). But now this is official. With
this statement, India changed a policy stand taken for more than two decades. To explain the
move, it is necessary to go back in time.

In the field in a literal sense, the food security angle is still compelling. WTO’s proposed
restrictions on India’s initiatives on food security are also sourced from our own pundits, working
as experts with governments. But at a meeting of a corporate trust on social service on
November 19, a field report showed that around two-fifths of the women in a tribal area were
malnourished and more than two fifths anaemic. So, this WTO issue is not just an “academic
one”.

We must protect both food security and farmer support programmes. This would provide the
basis for the “no challenge” clause Prabhu was reportedly working on to defend public stock
holding in the green box over the 10 per cent subsidy limits, which he is now willing to give lower
priority. This is important if India is to escape the trap of the so-called Peace Clause of either
four or eight years, giving up eventual abolition of hunger over temporary relief from global grain
cartels.
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We need to take a stand. When the WTO was set up, Rajiv Gandhi held out until the end with
his Brazilian counterpart and changed the discourse. At Doha, Murasoli Maran fought to the end
for the livelihood clause despite his poor health. This is terribly important, for in the context of
small holder agriculture and malnourishment, models which support agriculture without nuances
of size are like the gifts the Greeks brought in wooden horses. A consistent stand is essential for
as the DG of WTO — a friend from another developing country — pointed out, they will press for
trade facilitation and our bargaining space will become narrower.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-07

CURTAIN RAISER: SINO-INDIA JOINT EXERCISE HAND-
IN-HAND 2018

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Ministry of Defence

Curtain Raiser: Sino-India Joint Exercise Hand-in-Hand
2018

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 4:02PM by PIB Delhi

                   

 Exercise Hand-in-Hand is conducted annually as part of military diplomacy and interaction
between armies of India and China. The joint exercise for the year 2018 will be conducted from
10 to 23 December 2018 at Chengdu, China.  The aim of the exercise is to build and promote
close relations between armies of both the countries and to enhance ability of joint exercise
commander to take military contingents of both nations under command.  The exercise will
involve tactical level operations in an International Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorist
environment under UN mandate. 

 

 Troops from the Indian side have been selected from 11 SIKHLI of Indian Army, while troops
from a unit of Tibetan military district will be taking part.  Exercise Hand-in-Hand 2018 will go a
long way to further cement relationship between both the nations and will act as a catalyst in
bringing bonhomie at grassroots levels between the armies of both countries. 

 

The exercise will be conducted from 11 December 2018 in which both the contingents will
establish a Joint Command Headquarter and conduct joint exercise on anti-terrorist operations .
The opening ceremony for the exercise will be conducted on 11 December 2018 which will
consist of a ceremonial parade and address by head of both contingents. 

 

 

 Lt Col Mohit Vaishnava

for PRO (Army)
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND THE
USA CONCERNING SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
COOPERATION IN THE EARTH SCIENCES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and the USA
concerning Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the
Earth Sciences

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:38PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and the United States of America (USA)
concerning Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Earth Sciences. The MoU was signed on
1st November 2018.

          The collaboration between India and the USA will enable sharing of the expertise
available with organizations in both countries, and adoption of the latest state-of-the-art
technology in the field of Earth Science. Specific areas of cooperation include ecosystems,
climate variability and land-use changes, energy, minerals, environmental health, natural
hazards, risk and resilience of assessments, water resources, and informatics and data
integration. The cooperation under this MoU is envisaged through various modes viz. exchange
of technical information, visits, training and cooperative research consistent with on-going
programmes of both countries in the above fields.

****

AKT/SH

(Release ID: 1554966) Visitor Counter : 371
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOC BETWEEN INDIA AND
JAPAN FOR COOPERATION IN THE POSTAL FIELD

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Japan

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoC between India and Japan for
Cooperation in the Postal field

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:31PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given ex-post facto
approval to the Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) between India and Japan for cooperation in
the Postal field.  The MoC seeks to improve postal services and cooperation in the postal field
between the two countries.

Benefits:

The MoC would help improve postal services and cooperation in the postal field between India
and Japan by:

Sharing information and exchanging views based on both sides’ experiences regarding the
postal policy;

●

Promoting discussions to build a cooperative relationship.●

Setting up of Postal Services Dialogue for carrying forward cooperation in specific areas
mutually decided by Both Sides.

●

The MoU would enhance cooperation between India and Japan, thus benefitting postal
operations of both countries.

***

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
TAJKISTAN ON COOPERATION ON PEACEFUL USES
OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Central Asia

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Tajkistan on
Cooperation on Peaceful uses of Space Technology for
Development

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:31PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India andTajkistan on Cooperation on Peaceful
uses of Space Technology for Development. The MoU was signed on 8th October 2018 at
Dushanbe, Tajkistan.

Details:

This MoU shall enable pursuing the following potential interest areas of cooperation such
as, remote sensing of the earth; satellite communication and satellite based navigation;
Space science and planetary exploration; use of spacecraft and space systems and ground
system; and application of space technology.     

●

 

The MoU would lead to set up a Joint Working Group, drawing members from DOS/ISRO
and the State Committee of Land Management and Geodesy of Republic of Tajikistan,
which will further work out the plan of action including the time-frame and the means of
implementing this MoU.

●

Major Impact:

          The signed MoU will provide impetus to explore newer research activities and application
possibilities in the field of remote sensing of the earth, satellite navigation, space science and
exploration of outer space.

Benefits:

          The MoU would lead to development of joint activity in the field of application of
space technologies for the benefit of humanity. It will lead to setting up of a Joint
Working Group, which will further work out the plan of action including the time-frame
and the means of implementing the provisions of this Agreement.

*****

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
RUSSIA ON JOINT ACTIVITIES UNDER HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT PROGRAMME

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Russia

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Russia on Joint
Activities under Human Spaceflight Programme

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:29PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and Russiaon Joint Activities under
Human Spaceflight Programme. The MoU was signed on 15th October 2015 at New Delhi.

Major Impact:

          Signing of the MoU will strengthen the cooperation between India and Russia and would
provide impetus to develop the technologies and advanced systems required for the human
space flight programme like radiation shielding, life support systems, crew module, rendezvous
and docking systems, space suit, training for astronauts etc.

Benefits:

          The MoU would lead to develop a joint activity in the field of application of space
technologies for the benefit of humanity. It will lead to setting up of a Joint Working Group, which
will further work out the plan of action including the time-frame and the means of implementing
the provisions of this Agreement.

*****

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES AGREEMENT BETWEEN INDIA
AND UZBEKISTAN ON COOPERATION IN THE
EXPLORATION AND USES OF OUTER SPACE FOR
PEACEFUL PURPOSES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Central Asia

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Agreement between India and Uzbekistan
on Cooperation in the exploration and uses of Outer Space
for peaceful purposes

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:28PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of
Agreement between India and Uzbekistan on Cooperation in the exploration and uses of Outer
Space for peaceful purposes. The Agreement was signed on 1st October 2018 at New Delhi
during the State visit of the President of Uzbekistan to India.

Major Impact:

          The signing of the Agreement will strengthen the cooperation between India and
Uzbekistan and would provide impetus to explore newer research activities and application
possibilities in the field of remote sensing of the earth; satellite communication; satellite
navigation; space science and exploration of outer space.

Benefit:

          Agreement would lead to develop a joint activity in the field of application of space
technologies for the benefit of humanity. It will lead to setting up of a Joint Working Group, which
will further work out the plan of action including the time-frame and the means of implementing
the provisions of this Agreement.

*****

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
ZIMBABWE FOR COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF
GEOLOGY, MINING AND MINERAL RESOURCES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Africa

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Zimbabwe for
cooperation in the field of geology, mining and mineral
resources

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:28PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given ex-post facto
approval to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and Zimbabwe for
cooperation in the field of geology, mining and mineral resources. The MoU was signed on 3rd

November 2018 at Harare, Zimbabwe.

Salient features:

The objectives of the MoU are, exchange of information on resources, laws and policy,
organization of seminars to exchange views on development strategies, encouragement of
transfer of technologies between the Parties, promotion of value addition and opportunities for
investment in the mining sector. These provisions, will enable taking up of activities like
documentation, dissemination and would serve the objective of innovation.

Benefits:

The MoU will provide an institutional mechanism between India and Zimbabwe for cooperation
in the identified fields.

***

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
MOROCCO FOR COOPERATION IN THE PEACEFUL
USES OF OUTER SPACE

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Africa

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Morocco for
Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:26PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised
of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between IndiaandMorocco  for Cooperation in
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The MoU was signed at New Delhi on 25th September
2018.

Salient Features:

This MoU shall enable the following potential interest areas of cooperation     such as,
space science, technology and applications including remote sensing of the earth; satellite
communication and satellite based navigation; Space science and planetary exploration;
use of spacecraft and space systems and ground system; and application of space
technology; and

■

 

The MoU would lead to set up a Joint Working Group, drawing members from DOS/ISRO
and Royal Centre for Remote Sensing (CRTS) and the Royal Centre for Space Research
and Studies (CRERS), which will further work out the plan of action including the time-
frame and the means of implementing the MoU.

■

Background:

.Morocco expressed interest in cooperation with India in the field of space in early 1990s,
ISRO and Centre Royal de Tele detection Spatial (CRTS-Royal Centre for Remote
Sensing) have exchanged draft and arrived at a mutually agreed version of the
Memorandum of Understanding for space cooperation in 1998, However, this has not
materialized due to the cancellation of the visit by VVIP from Morocco side. Subsequent
attempts by MEA to sign this MoU did not fructify.

■

Indian Ambassador to Morocco has negotiated an updated version of this MoU at Government
level and shared with ISRO, The draft inter-Governmental MoU was by ISRO and expressed its
readiness to sign this MoU on September 25, 2018 during the visit of Moroccan Minister in
charge of Defence Administration.

******

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES AGREEMENT BETWEEN INDIA
AND ALGERIA ON COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF
SPACE SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGIES AND
APPLICATIONS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Africa

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Agreement between India and Algeria on
Cooperation in the field of Space Sciences, Technologies
and Applications

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:24PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of
Agreement between India and Algeria on Cooperation in the field of Space Sciences,
Technologies and Applications. The Agreement was signed at Bengaluru on 19th September
2018.

Salient features:

This Agreement shall enable pursuing the following potential interest areas of cooperation
such as, space science, technology and applications including remote sensing of the earth;
satellite communication and satellite based navigation; Space science and planetary
exploration; gse of spacecraft and space systems and ground system; and application of
space technology.

●

The Agreement would lead to set up a Joint Working Group, drawing members from
DOS/ISRQ, and the Algerian Space Agency (ASAL), which will further work out the plan of
action including the time-frame and the means of implementing this Agreement.

●

Impact:

            Signing of the Agreement will strengthen the cooperation between India and Algeria, and
provide impetus to explore newer research activities and application possibilities in the field of
remote sensing of the earth, satellite navigation, space science and exploration of outer space. 
The Agreement would lead to development of joint activity in the field of application of space
technologies for the benefit of humanity. Thus all sections and regions of the country will get
benefited.

Background:

India and Algeria have been pursuing 'commercial' interactions in the field of space, Antrix
Corporation Limited has been interacting with Algerian officials towards establishment of
ground station, and launch of satellites (3 micro-satellites and one nano-satellite of Algeria
were launched by PSLV during 2010-2016). Algeria expressed interest to pursue space
cooperation with Indta through diplomatic channels. In December 2014, MEA requested
tSRO / DOS to consider Algeria's proposal for entering into an Inter-Governmental

●
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Agreement (IGA) for space cooperation and forwarded the draft agreement, provided by
Algeria.

 

The draft IGA has been reviewed by ISRO and Algerian Space Agency (ASAL) and
comments were exchanged through email. After a few iterations, both sides have arrived at
a workable version of the agency-level space cooperation Agreement.

●

 

******

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
ARMENIA ON JOINT ISSUE OF POSTAGE STAMP

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Armenia on joint
issue of postage stamp

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:22PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet was apprised of a Memorandum of Understanding signed between India and
Armenia on joint issue of postage stamp.  The MoU  was signed in June, 2018.

As per the MoU, Department of Posts, Ministry of Communications and the National Postal
Operator of Armenia (“HayPost” CJSC) mutually agreed to jointly issue Postage Stamps on
India-Armenia:Joint Issue on the theme “Dence”.  The Joint stamps were released in August,
2018.

The Commemorative Postage Stamps depict “Manipuri Dance” of India and “HovArek Dance” of
Armenia.

******

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MEMORANDUM OF
COOPERATION BETWEEN INDIA AND JAPAN IN THE
FIELD OF HEALTHCARE AND WELLNESS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Japan

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Memorandum of Cooperation between
India and Japan in the field of Healthcare and Wellness

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:20PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi today has given its ex-
post facto approval on the Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) between India and Japan in the
field of Healthcare and Wellness signed on 29th October, 2018.

The MoC covers the following areas of cooperation:

(a)      Promoting specific projects:

i.       Developing human resource in the field of acute medicine,surgery and trauma  care 
including  focus  on new areas  ofcompetency in each field;

ii. ,     Establishing an advanced joint testing laboratory for clinicalexamination;

iii.                Establishing a Japanese language education centre for traineecandidates of
care workers;

iv.      Establishing collaborations among tertiary care centres in bothcountries such as
AUMS; and

v.       Supporting sending organisations to provide pre-lectures aboutelderly care for
technical intern training programmes of careworkers through sending out certificated care
workers from Japanand providing a curriculum and textbooks so as to provide
trainedcare-givers to Japan.

(b)      Development of infrastructure:

i.        Establishing a centralised management healthcare distributioncentre;

ii.       Improving sanitary environment by increasing access to hygienicand affordable
toilets such as on-site processing one;

iii.      Promoting institutional collaboration on patient data analysis andInformation   and  
Communication   Technology   &   Artificial Intelligence in medicine;

iv.      India-Japan Innovation Hub in India;

v.       Establishing high end mobile BSL 3 Lab facilities in India; and
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vi.       Collaboration on getting high end medical devices including Point of Care
Diagnostics with a special focus on establishing manufacturing units in India under "Make
in India".

 

(c)      Human development:

i.      Developing human resource, research and project promotion forhealth self-
management such as ME-BYO and Ayurveda; and

ii.       Holding an India-Japan public and private healthcare forum.

 

(d)     Any other areas as may be mutually decided upon to promote the synergies
between AYUSHMAN Bharat Programme and other initiatives and AHWM; and

 

(e)     Any other areas as may be mutually decided upon to promote cooperation as
envisaged under this MOC.

A Joint Committee as a high-level consultative mechanism will be set up to further elaborate the
details of cooperation and to oversee the implementation of this MoC.

*****

AKSH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-08

CABINET APPROVES MEMORANDUM OF
COOPERATION (MOC) BETWEEN INDIA AND THE
JAPAN IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE AND
WELLNESS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Japan

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC)
between India and the Japan in the field of Healthcare and
Wellness

Posted On: 06 DEC 2018 9:19PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi today has given its ex-
post facto approval to the signing of Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) between India and the
Kanagawa Prefectural Government of Japan in the field of Healthcare and Wellness.

Implementation strategy and targets:

Theactivities between the two sides will start after the receipt of copy of the signed MoC. The
initiatives taken between the two countries will be as per the terms of reference of the MoC
signed and will be a continuing process till the MoC remains in operation.

Major impact:

The MoC, will enhance bilateral cooperation between the two countries in the areas of
Traditional Systems of Medicine. This will be of immense importance to both countries.

Expenditure involved:

There are no additional financial implications involved. The financial resources necessary to
conduct research, training courses, conferences/ meetings and deputations of experts will be
met from the existing allocated budget and existing plan schemes of Ministry of AYUSH.

Background:

India is blessed with well-developed systems of Traditional Medicine, which holds tremendous
potential in the global health scenario. The Ministry of AYUSH of the Republic of India having
the mandate to promote, propagate and globalize these Traditional Systems has taken effective
steps by entering into MoU with 14 countries for Cooperation in the field of Traditional Medicine.

The bilateral relations between India and Japan have a long history rooted in spiritual affinity and
strong cultural and civilizational ties. The political, economic, scientific and cultural interaction
between India and Japan has been substantial. Having a background of strong traditional
medicine,there is a growing interest towards Ayurveda and Yoga in Japan.

******
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-12-10

OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

Over the last few weekends, Paris has been hit by violent protests. The protestors, identified as
the gilets jaunes or yellow shirts they wear, are articulating their anger against growing
inequality—a return to class struggle. This weekend, the clashes forced the postponement of
several football league matches in a country in which soccer is the national passion; worse,
similar protests reverberated across Lyon, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Marseille and Grenoble, and the
news on Sunday was that copycat protests have erupted in other European cities too.

If anything, class struggle is finding traction even as the backlash against globalisation gains
momentum across the world. Identified as the 1% problem long ago and given a fresh lease
recently through the contributions of the French economist Thomas Piketty, it has been largely
ignored even as the immiserisation of the bottom 20% of the population has worsened even as
the top percentile grows wealthier. It would be a mistake to assume that the violent protests in
the last few weeks is a problem only afflicting France.

Inequality is the new lifestyle disease associated with globalisation, which like terrorism, does
not recognise geographical boundaries. India too—where policy planners have not formally
acknowledged inequality, but have persisted with the cure: inclusion—is in the throes of
worsening inequality.

Either by design or coincidence, the rapid decline in poverty levels over the last decade, now
down to about a fifth, is lulling us into believing that the visible material trading up in India since
the turn of the millennium is happening equitably. The political economy of formally
acknowledging inequality is that it will require a big reset of public policy and also provide fresh
wind to simmering protest movements across the country.

Regardless, growing inequality is a fact. A report released by Oxfam, a non-profit, earlier this
year is very revealing. India’s top 10% of population holds 73% of the wealth. Four out of ten
Indian billionaires have inherited their wealth; and rent-thick (based on access to natural
resources) billionaires account for 43% of all billionaires.

The report then goes to make a damaging conclusion: “Clearly, the wealthiest in India have
made their fortunes from crony capitalism, rather than through innovation or the rules of the
market.”

The problem has been that pressure of globalisation has been on productivity and bottom-line
monitoring. This has meant that the structure of the workforce has shifted from the formal to the
informal. The attendant consequences, primarily the loss of social security benefits that come
with a formal job, has only contributed in accelerating the trends in inequality.

The consequences of growing inequality are obvious. For one, the economic growth is not
sustainable if the gains from it are not spread around; it will manifest in macroeconomic terms in
lack of demand.

Second, the problem for a developing country like India is that inequality manifests in means
other than just income and wealth disparities. It will influence access to public services like
health, education and so on; which in turn only reinforces the inequalities. It is worse when we
take into account the disenfranchisement caused by social distinctions forced upon us on the
basis of caste and religious denomination.
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To its credit, both the previous Congress-led United Progressive Alliance (UPA) and the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA), while officially never
acknowledging the problem of inequality, have sought to undertake a redistributive exercise to
presumably correct for this imbalance in income distribution. While the UPA pursued an
entitlement regime—defined best by the rural employment guarantee scheme— the NDA has
preferred a mix of entitlement (continuing the rural employment scheme and launching a health
insurance together with electricity, housing and banking for all) and empowerment schemes, by
creating a ecosystem, including easier access to credit under the Mudra scheme, to promote
self-employment.

The problem is that while this approach is well-intended, it is not sufficient. At the least, the
problem of inequality needs to be officially acknowledged. The solution has to enjoy political
consensus—something so difficult to imagine at the moment given the deep political divide—and
therefore a discussion in Parliament is an imperative. Given India’s never ending obsession with
the electoral cycle, time may not be to its disadvantage. At the same time, the risks of ignoring
the problem are obvious. The choice is before us.

Anil Padmanabhan is executive editor of Mint and writes every week on the intersection of
politics and economics. His Twitter handle is @capitalcalculus.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-12-10

OPINION
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Foreign capital, Foreign Trade

& BoP

China and India make up for two contrasting—but fascinating—case studies of economic
management in emerging economies. The policy response function in each is understandably
tailored to suit its political structure, the economic challenges confronted and the menu of
solutions. However, policymakers in both countries are struggling to rapidly rebalance their
economies. China, which is demand-constrained, is trying to cushion its structural deceleration,
whereas India, which is supply-constrained, is struggling to unlock its potential for higher trend
growth.

Economic reforms took off in China in 1978, while India was a late bloomer, with major structural
reforms seeing the light of day following the balance of payments crisis in 1991. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) pegs India’s per capita gross domestic product (GDP) this
year at $2,135. This is around a fifth of China’s per-capita GDP of around $10,000. It is hard to
imagine but the gap in per capita GDP in the two economies was less than $40 in 1990.

Interestingly, China was at India’s current per-capita GDP back in 2006, a gap of 12 years that is
similar to the 13-year head start China had compared to India in initiating economic reforms.
Subsequently, however, China’s per capita GDP surged slightly less than five times between
2006 and 2018, while India’s increased two-and-a-half times. China, of course, benefited
immensely from its entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001. Unfortunately, there
is no similar-sized tectonic disruption on the horizon for India to ensure an outsized multiplier
impact on its growth and economic evolution.

China adopted and adapted to the export-driven model of development, with a strong emphasis
on keeping its exchange rate undervalued. The disinflationary impact of its stepped-up supply-
side and the ballooning of its current account surplus also facilitated a sustained downshift in the
structure of local interest rates. This in turn also boosted growth.

India’s semi-functional “do what you can, when you can” approach also has to make up for its
relatively more progressive exchange rate policy that has shunned outright undervaluation of the
currency. India has become more export-oriented and more integrated in trade and capital flows
with the rest of world. However, frequent worries about the size of its chronic current account
deficit and about its stable financing sometimes cause dislocations that undermine growth. An
often overlooked feature of India’s half-baked economic model is that policymakers have
reformed end product markets before addressing the entrenched problems in factor markets:
high cost of capital, inadequate and insufficiently skilled labour force, and recurring palpitations
with land acquisition. All these factors compromise the pace, magnitude and nature of the
unlocking of India’s economic potential.

China’s early focus on education, skills and infrastructure is an important reason that it can
make everything, from a simple but good-quality and reasonably-priced toy to cars; specialized
and fancy electrical and electronic gadgets to high-speed railways. However, manufacturing,
which is critical for absorbing the growing pool of labour, remains a suboptimal link in India’s
economic evolution. Also, India is still lost about reforms in agriculture and education.
Admittedly, Indian manufacturing has improved in recent decades but still remains lopsided. It
struggles to make a good-quality tin opener but has carved out an encouraging niche for itself in
manufacturing small cars and their export, and has an exemplary record and cost advantage in
launching satellites.
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China is desirous of engineering greater shift towards consumer-driven economic growth,
weaning off the eye-popping multi-year investment surge that also contributed to its undisputed
status as the factory to the world. In particular, the debt-fuelled investment binge that cushioned
the hit from the global financial crisis in 2008 has now become the proverbial albatross around
China’s neck.

To be fair, China’s focus on high-quality infrastructure was noticeable well before this problem
emerged. The challenge for China—this is also closely tracked by the rest of the world—is
cushioning its deceleration in growth to avoid any social upheaval from a hard landing and/or
rising unemployment.

In contrast, India wants more investment-driven growth, especially focused on upgrading its
creaky infrastructure, but is still struggling to jump-start the upturn in investment. Its last
investment upturn was first truncated by the global financial crisis and subsequently hampered
by policy mishaps. These included the inflation surge during the tenure of the previous
government led by Manmohan Singh and later, the delay in timely implementation of measures
to heal the banking system by the current government of Narendra Modi. Indeed, the Modi
government, which came to power in 2014, appears to have underestimated the dysfunctional
nature of its economic inheritance and overestimated its ability to fix things quickly.

The pace of economic rebalancing in both economies is substantially held to ransom by their
banking sectors, including the shadow-banking channels. The underlying problem in both cases
is home-grown, with politics distorting the more efficient allocation of savings. Both rely
substantially on their clunky banking systems for intermediation of domestic savings, though
India’s financial sector can justifiably claim to be relatively better regulated and more transparent
than China’s. On balance, India’s challenges to unlock its growth potential aren’t unprecedented;
several other emerging economies have had to cross several similar hurdles. In contrast, the
nature and scale of the Chinese “too big to fail” challenge and its global ramifications give it a
unique flavour.

The pace of rebalancing in both countries will continue to be slower than what investors expect.
Financial markets suffer from tunnel vision and look for quick outcomes, while adjustments in the
real economy take time. Local politics cannot be ignored, but in both countries faster and more
far-reaching reforms rather than external factors will dictate whether policymakers and politicians
end up in tears.

Rajeev Malik is a strategist at River Valley Asset Management, Singapore. These are his
personal views

Comments are welcome at theirview@livemint.com
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-11

U.S. AND INDIA CALL FOR MORE JOINT AIR
EXERCISES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Joining hands:Fighters of the IAF and the U.S. Air Force at Kalaikunda during ‘Cope India
2018’.Special Arrangement  

As ‘Cope India 2018’ — the 12-day joint exercise between the U.S. and Indian Air Force being
held at the Kalaikunda air station in West Bengal’s Paschim Medinipur district — draws to a
close, officials of both countries called for such joint exercises to be held more frequently.

More than 100 personnel of the U.S. Air Force, along with 400 personnel of the Indian Air Force,
are participating in the exercise that will conclude on December 14. The exercise follows the
Joint International Air Drill of Pakistan and China, which began at the Shaheen VII airbase in
Pakistan earlier this month.

Huge Indian fleet

The U.S. Air Force has sent a dozen F-15 whereas the IAF is participating with a fleet of 10
Sukhoi 30, six Jaguars and four Mirage 2000. Along with the Kalaikunda Air Station, the
exercise is being conducted from the adjoining Air Station Arjan Singh (located at Panagarh).

Speaking to journalists on Monday, Cope India 2018 director, Air Commodore J.S. Mann, said
that mutual understanding of operational air power and the best practices learnt from each other
during the joint exercise would help the countries “operate together in the times to come”.

Lt. Col. Daryl Insley, who is heading the U.S. forces, said that his only regret was that the forces
could train only for two weeks.

“We need to train on a regular basis more often, and not after five to 10 years,” he said during
an interaction.

The joint air exercise between the two air forces is being held after 13 years. The last time too it
was held at the Kalaikunda Air Station in 2005. Commanding officer of the Kalaikunda Air
Station, Air Commodore Shaji Antony, also emphasised on the need of more such exercises and
said, “We learn from each other during such exercises.”

War games conducted

The collaborative and cooperative exercise over the past eight days involved formation of teams,
comprising pilots and aircraft of both the air forces, participating in war games over the air space
of Kalaikunda.

Officials of the IAF said that the air station was ideal for holding such exercises not only because
it is one of the largest air stations in the region but also because as it has a large reserve air
space of hundreds of square kilometres.

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.indianexpress.com Date : 2018-12-11

PARIS VS PERIPHERY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

© 2018 The Indian Express Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

Last Saturday, large sections of Paris wore a cloak of gloom, resembling a scene from a dark
video game. Festive Christmas window displays were boarded shut by plywood and store
entrances barricaded while several metro stations, museums and major tourist attractions, such
as the Eiffel Tower and the Louvre, remained closed. The streets were curiously empty except
for the presence of policemen and an eerie silence prevailed until the “Gilet Jaune” protesters
descended on the capital.

As the day progressed, Paris took on an apocalyptic look. Violent clashes and stand-offs with
the police erupted with the more-radicalised protesters and vandals using garbage bins,
Christmas trees and ripped-off plywood to set up barricades that they ignited and water bottles
and cobblestones as projectiles. Vehicles were torched and storefronts smashed. In a show of
force, 8,000 police persons resorted to the use of armoured vehicles, tear gas, water cannons,
flash balls and explosive grenades to control and contain an increasingly volatile crowd of
demonstrators.

Though similar scenes of violence also unfolded in other French cities, at the end of the day, the
government claimed a tremulous victory in what has been dubbed as Act IV of the protest
movement. The numbers were lower than the previous weekend — down to 1,25,000 protesters
from 1,36,000 across France. A lower number of injured and less damage to property was
achieved by the massive deployment of 89,000 security personnel, hundreds of preventive
detentions and better preparedness.

What exactly is the “Gilet Jaune” or Yellow Vest (also called Yellow Jacket) protest movement
that has crept up, seemingly out of nowhere, and laid siege to an unsuspecting Emmanuel
Macron’s presidency? Named for the high-visibility yellow safety vest that French motorists are
obliged to carry and that has become the fluorescent identifier of the movement’s partisans, the
protest is amorphous, unstructured and disorganised, driven by social media, especially
Facebook, and for the most part, leaderless, with no clearly mandated representatives.

Its followers do not form a homogeneous group. They include the young and the old, students
and retirees, farmers and factory workers, truckers and cashiers, the unemployed and the
salaried. What binds this disparate group together is economic insecurity and enormous difficulty
in making ends meet. The Yellow Vests are essentially drawn from the working and middle
classes and come from small towns and rural areas, representing “peripheral France” in
opposition to “France of the cities”.

For more than a decade, the widening gap between the rich and the poor as well as entrenched
unemployment under successive regimes has left this category of the French feeling
marginalised and neglected. The drop that made this simmering discontent and malaise boil
over was the eco-tax imposed on fuel by Macron’s government. This tax that had served as the
catalyst for the movement’s spontaneous creation was hastily withdrawn by the government last
week, but without blunting the Yellow Vest protests.

The measure has been perceived as a mere sop by the Yellow Vests whose foremost demand
is an increase in purchasing power through higher salaries, retirement benefits and minimum
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wages coupled with lower taxation. Readiness to pay ever-higher taxes as demanded by the
government has reached a saturation point. Adding grist to the Yellow Vests’ grievance, the
newly-released OECD World Taxation Report reveals that France had the highest tax burden
across the 34 OECD nations last year.

As the protests have grown so has the charter of demands that now includes Macron’s
resignation, less immigration, a new constitution, exit from the European Union and NATO as
well as the anarchist solution of a default on public debt. Some of the latest demands are
undoubtedly additions by political groups that have infiltrated the non-politicised, grass roots
Yellow Vest citizens’ movement. Marine Le Pen’s far-right party, Rassemblement Nationalas
well as Mélenchon’s far-left La France Insoumise have both tried to ride piggyback on the Yellow
Vest protests, using them to call for the dissolution of the National Assembly and fresh
legislative elections.

The violence generated during the demonstrations by vandals and extreme right and left-wing
groups has also proved salutary to the cause of the Yellow Vests, for it has been a wake-up call
for the government. This past summer, the National Railways’ three months of rolling strikes and
peaceful demonstrations went unheeded, with the government pushing through its rail reforms. It
is precisely this top-down imposition of reforms and arrogant style of governance that has
earned Macron the ire of the French. The self-proclaimed “Jupiterian” president is perceived as
too distant and disconnected from French reality, more preoccupied with global politics than
national issues, more concerned with symbolism and terribly out of touch with the hard-pressed
working and middle classes. A “president of the rich” who remains cloistered like a monarch in
his palace.

Yet, in all fairness to Macron, he took on France’s powerful trade unions and succeeded in
reforming France’s labour laws, leading to more ease in doing business, something none of his
predecessors ever dared to do. In a bid to stem the exodus of wealth — 12,000 millionaires
emigrated from France in 2016, the highest outflow in the world — Macron modified France’s
wealth tax, substantially reducing its scope to only apply to real estate over 1.3 million euros.

Whether this measure is enough to reverse the wealth drain only time will tell. What is certain,
however, is that Macron’s economic reforms did make Paris a viable option for post-Brexit
banks, law firms and MNCs. One of the demands of the Yellow Vests is to reinstate the wealth
tax in its old form. How Macron reacts to this demand and how he manages the Yellow Vest
crisis will be closely watched from across the channel.

The Yellow Vest protests are certainly a turning point in Macron’s presidency. What is now
required of the French president are not only some very concrete economic measures to ease
squeezed household budgets but also a more empathetic approach, a more inclusive and
proletarian style of functioning and a lending ear to citizens’ woes.

Download the Indian Express apps for iPhone, iPad or Android
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SHAPE OF A PARTNERSHIP
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

© 2018 The Indian Express Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

On December 10, the 28 member states of the European Union endorsed a strategy which will
take the EU’s ties with India to a new level and help our relations reach their full potential. This
new strategy is unique as it is the first time the EU and its member states have developed a
holistic, long-term strategic vision covering security, trade, investment, environment, research
and people-to-people contacts. The strategy was elaborated in a broad consultation with
stakeholders from governments, businesses, think tanks and civil society organisations, both in
the EU as well as in India.

There is no doubt that we have achieved a lot together since we first established the EU-India
Strategic partnership in 2004. Most notably we have witnessed a remarkable transformation in
our cooperation from a focus on assistance to broader and deeper security, trade, sustainable
development and research and innovation ties. For example, two-way trade in goods and
services exceeded €100 billion in 2017 (making the EU India’s largest trade partner) and our €
70 billion in cumulative foreign direct investment provide over 6.5 million direct and indirect jobs
in India.

However, we are all well aware that more needs to be done. In the past few years, the world has
seen important transformations which coincide with challenges to multilateralism, and
tremendous economic growth coupled with environmental degradation and climate change.
During the last decade, the EU — adding to its standing as the world’s largest economy — has
also become a more robust global actor on foreign policy and security issues while India has
become the world’s fastest growing economy and has played an increasingly prominent role on
the international stage.

It was high time that we gave a new long-term vision to our partnership and that we backed this
vision with a clear agenda capable of scaling up our engagement. The new strategy does just
that. It’s well-timed, ambitious, concrete and, yet, achievable and within reach.

Faced with increased instability in world affairs, the EU and India have remained staunch
defenders of a rules-based global order centred on effective multilateral institutions. Given our
common values and objectives, the EU and India, working together, will have a greater impact
on shaping global political and economic governance. To this end, we will strive to step up
consultation and coordination with India in multilateral and regional fora.

The EU and India have been working together on the most acute global challenges such as
climate change and environmental protection, promotion and protection of human rights and
gender equality, as well as international security. While strengthening these, we are seeking to
further expand our cooperation on biodiversity, ocean governance, humanitarian and disaster
relief and outer space safety.

India’s steady economic growth, demographic advantage and modernisation initiatives call for
greater bilateral collaboration. Science and technology will be further leveraged to accelerate
sustainable development both in India and the EU. As we share common challenges related to
sustainable modernisation, we are ready to strengthen our cooperation with India in a number of
critical areas such as sustainable urbanisation, promotion of renewable energy, water
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management, resource efficiency, innovations and ICT. Moreover, the European Investment
Bank (EIB) has a rapidly growing portfolio financing projects in India, helping to address issues
such as transportation, energy and access to credit for SMEs.

We are also keen to advance an ambitious common agenda on economic, trade, investment,
and regulatory cooperation, including a comprehensive agreement on trade and investment.
And, as demonstrated at the last G-20 meeting in Buenos Aires, the EU and India are working
together in the defence of the multilateral trading system, and they plan to intensify such joint
endeavours.

We also intend to step up our bilateral security cooperation with India to effectively tackle
terrorist threats, to develop global norms for a free, secure, stable, and peaceful use of the
cyberspace, to maintain freedom of navigation and to secure lines of communications.
Moreover, as we enhance the joint development of defence capabilities within the EU, we are
also keen to develop military-to-military relations with India.

The EU and its member states have a strong relationship with India and this joint approach will
help to pool effectively the efforts and resources to deepen cooperation in all fields. We are
convinced that both sides have much to gain from strengthening this partnership and to realise
the full potential of our relations. We are all committed to moving forward collectively with this
agenda, building on each other’s strengths and seizing the opportunities of joint actions.

The European Union and its member states are determined to implement this strategic vision to
achieve concrete, meaningful and relevant results in full partnership with India.

Download the Indian Express apps for iPhone, iPad or Android
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RUSSIA CALLS FOR ENABLING LAWS TO FULLY TAP
INDIA-RUSSIA COOPERATION POTENTIAL

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Russia

Vice President's Secretariat

Russia calls for enabling laws to fully tap India-Russia
cooperation potential

Chairmen of Rajya Sabha and Russia’s ‘Duma’ call for
effective parliamentary exchanges for strengthening
convergence

Shri Venkaiah Naidu flags global terror concerns; Russia
offers help

Shri Naidu recalls goodwill for Russia since his student
days

5th Meeting of India-Russia Parliamentary Commission in
New Delhi today

Interacts with Russian Parliamentary Delegation

Posted On: 10 DEC 2018 4:06PM by PIB Delhi

The Chairman of ‘Duma’ of the Russian Parliament, Mr. Vyacheslav Volodin called for
an enabling legislative framework to fully tap the immense potential of bilateral
cooperation between India and Russia. A 30 member high level Russian
Parliamentary delegation led by Chairman of the State Duma (counterpart of the Lok
Sabha) of the Russian Parliament, called on the Vice President and the Chairman,
Rajya Sabha, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu and held wide range of discussions on bilateral
ties, here today.

During the 40 minutes long meeting, both the sides fondly recalled the traditional
bonds of friendship between the two counties and the need to further intensify
cooperation in the present world order. The Chairman of the Duma, Mr. Volodin
stressed on the need for enhancing parliamentary exchanges between the two
countries to enable necessary legislative framework to fully harness the potential of
India-Russia ties in various sectors. He urged the Committees of the Parliaments of
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both the countries to be more proactive in this regard. He said; “There is a need to
further build upon the traditional friendship between the two countries for mutual
advantage in the fields of economy, human development and cultural cooperation”.
Referring to the immense opportunities in the fields of tourism and medical education,
Mr. Volodin called for addressing bureaucratic delays. He further said that bilateral
trade increased by about 21% last year and still there is scope to go much beyond.

Referring to the ‘special and privileged’ relationship and positive engagement
between the two countries in various multilateral forums, Shri Venkaiah Naidu said
that the 19 bilateral summits between the leaders of the two countries since 2000 and
the recent very productive meeting between Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi and
Russian President Mr. Vladimir Putin reflect the solidarity between the two countries.
He said the convergence of views between India and Russia on various international
and multilateral matters need to be taken forward through parliamentary exchanges.

Shri Venkaiah Naidu recalled the positivism in India about India-Russia ties since his
student days.

Shri Naidu referred to ‘the menace of terrorism’ threatening the socio-economic fabric
across the world and called for increased global cooperation against it. Responding to
Shri Naidu’s concern, the visiting dignitary said that Russia can cooperate with India
with its ‘wealth of experience in counter terrorism activities’.

Chairman of Duma, Mr. Vyacheslav Volodin said that the India-Russia Parliamentary
Commission at its 5th meeting being held in New Delhi today would address specific
issues concerning bilateral cooperation.

The 30 member visiting Russian Parliamentary delegation consisted of First Deputy
Chairman and Deputy Chairman of ‘Duma’ and Chairpersons of 10 Committees of
‘Duma’ including on Defence, Internal Affairs, International Affairs, Financial Markets,
Economic Policy, Enquiry, Health, Security and Corruption Control.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND ADB SIGN A $31
MILLION LOAN AGREEMENT TO DEVELOP TOURISM
AND BOOST JOBS IN TAMIL NADU

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

Ministry of Finance

The Government of India and ADB sign a $31 Million Loan
Agreement to develop Tourism and boost Jobs in Tamil
Nadu

Posted On: 11 DEC 2018 1:32PM by PIB Delhi

The Government of India and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) today signed in
New Delhi a Loan Agreement for $31 million to build-up the State Tourism Industry
and boost visitor arrivals.

The signatories to the tranche 4 loan for Infrastructure Development Investment
Program for Tourism (IDIPT) were Mr. Sameer Kumar Khare, Additional Secretary
(Fund Bank and ADB), Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, who
signed for the Government of India, and Mr. Kenichi Yokoyama, Country Director for
ADB in India, who signed for ADB.

After signing the agreement, Mr Khare said that the Project is expected to improve
the tourism infrastructure in Tamil Nadu and also help the State in preserving the
natural and cultural heritage. The activities under the project would also boost
economic opportunities for the local people, he added.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Yokoyama said that the increased tourism traffic
generated by this Project will generate extra jobs in Tamil Nadu, especially through
skills training and community-based activities targeting the poor and women.

Approved in September 2010, the $250 million IDIPT aims to build opportunities for
local communities and boost local economy by enhancing tourism in three other
states – Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand- besides Tamil Nadu. This will
be achieved through developing and preserving sites of natural and cultural heritage,
and building connectivity, capacity, and infrastructure around State tourist sites.

The Government of India’s recent Three-Year Action Agenda (2017–2018 to
2019–2020) envisages the hospitality, travel, and tourism sector as a major driver of
growth and employment. The Agenda recognizes India’s significant potential to
increase: (a) the number of arrivals, (b) global presence by leveraging its cultural
industries, and (c) capacity to create large-scale jobs among the poorest segments of
the population. It identifies key areas for action, including infrastructure, marketing,
and skill development, all of which are aligned with the MFF Road Map.
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The Project will support the conservation and restoration of eight heritage
monuments, one museum, three temples, and a pond. It will build various facilities at
the sites, including information centers, rest centers, and toilet blocks, with facilities
served by solar-powered lighting and energy efficient lighting. The total cost of the
Project is $44.04 million, of which the Government will provide $13.04 million. The
estimated completion date is June 2020.
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PRESIDENT KOVIND IN NAY PYI TAW, HOLDS
MEETINGS WITH PRESIDENT AND STATE
COUNSELLOR OF MYANMAR

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Myanmar

President's Secretariat

President Kovind in Nay Pyi Taw, holds meetings with
President and State Counsellor of Myanmar

India hands over first batch of 50 houses in Rakhine
development project; two bilateral agreements signed

Posted On: 11 DEC 2018 1:23PM by PIB Delhi

The President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, commenced his three-day state visit to
Myanmar today (December 11, 2018) by paying a visit to the Presidential Palace in
Nay Pyi Taw. He was accorded a ceremonial welcome and formally received by
President U. Win Myint of Myanmar.

Subsequently, the President led delegation-level talks between the two sides. The
President said that India attaches special priority to its relations with Myanmar.
Myanmar is a key partner for India’s “Act East” and “Neighbourhood First” policies.
President Kovind also described Myanmar as a “natural bridge” from India to
Southeast Asia and ASEAN.

The President said India takes pride in its development cooperation partnership with
Myanmar and is committed to completing all connectivity projects. The port and
inland waterway components of the Kaladan project have been built. India seeks
Myanmar’s support to expedite completion of the remaining projects. It is privileged to
contribute to capacity development in Myanmar.

The President also met Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the State Counsellor of Myanmar, at
the Presidential Palace. The two leaders discussed various bilateral and multilateral
issues. The President said that India deeply appreciates the reforms underway in
Myanmar. We understand that this is a particularly challenging time for Myanmar.
India is in full support of the objectives of the National Peace Process.

The President said that residents of India’s Northeast region have particularly
welcomed and are beginning to reap the benefits of the Land-border Crossing
Agreement concluded recently. They look forward to the early conclusion of the Motor
Vehicles Agreement. Connectivity initiatives are bringing progress and prosperity to
people on both sides of the border.
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On the occasion of President Kovind’s visit, India and Myanmar signed two
agreements today:

 

An agreement between the National Judicial Academy of India and the Office of
the Union Chief Justice of Myanmar for training and capacity building of judges
and judicial officers in Myanmar

●

 

An agreement for Cooperation in Science and Technology between the
Department of Science and Technology, Ministry of Science and Technology,
India, and the Department of Research and Innovation, Ministry of Education,
Myanmar

●

India is building 250 houses in Myanmar’s Rakhine province as part of a
developmental project. The first batch of 50 houses was formally handed over to the
Myanmar authorities today.

Coinciding with President Kovind’s visit, and to further people-to-people relations,
Myanmar has also announced a visa-on-arrival facility for Indian tourists entering the
country through the international airports of Nay Pyi Taw, Yangon and Mandalay.

Later this evening, President Kovind will attend a banquet hosted in his honour by
President U. Win Myint. His state visit will continue tomorrow (December 12, 2018).
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OPENING CEREMONY SINO-INDIA JOINT EXERCISE
HAND-IN-HAND 2018

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Ministry of Defence

Opening Ceremony Sino-India Joint Exercise Hand-in-Hand
2018

Posted On: 11 DEC 2018 11:13AM by PIB Delhi

Opening ceremony for the 7th Sino-India joint exercise Hand-in-Hand 2018, scheduled from 10
to 23 December 2018 was held on 11 December 2018 at Chengdu, China.  Company size
contingents of 11 SIKHLI from Indian Army and a regiment from Tibetan Military District of
People’s Liberation Army participated in the exercise. The Indian contingent was led by Col
Puneet Pratap Singh Tomar, Commanding Officer, 11 SIKHLI, while the Chinese contingent was
led by Col Zhou Jun. Major General Kuang Dewang, senior representative of joint training from
PLA, reviewed the parade in presence of a number of officials from both the nations.

 

The exercise will consist of a balance of indoor classes and outdoor training activities. The aim
of the exercise is to build and promote close relations between armies of both the countries and
to enhance ability of the joint exercise commander to take military contingents of both nations
under command.  The exercise will involve tactical level operations in an international counter
insurgency/ counter terrorism environment under UN mandate.

         

Lt Col Mohit Vaishnava
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-12-14

SRI LANKA SLIDES INTO A DEEPER POLITICAL
QUAGMIRE

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

The political crisis in Sri Lanka has seen many twists and turns since President Maithripala
Sirisena removed Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe and replaced him with strongman
Mahinda Rajapaksa in October. Lawmakers voted overwhelmingly on Wednesday to demand
the reinstatement of Mr Wickremesinghe, but Mr Rajapakse has clung to the position despite not
having the numbers in the Parliament. Mr Rajapakse and his allies, who do not have a majority
in the House, have been boycotting the Parliament and Mr Sirisena has pledged he will not give
the post of premier back to Mr Wickremesinghe. On Thursday, the Supreme Court ruled that Mr
Sirisena’s decision to dissolve Parliament and call fresh elections was unconstitutional, paving
the way for his potential impeachment.

Mr Sirisena had earlier said he would accept the Supreme Court’s verdict, and some believe this
could be the only logical way out of the quagmire that Sri Lanka currently finds itself in. There
are others who think fresh elections are the only viable solution in a country that occupies a
strategic position in India’s immediate neighbourhood. Domestically, there are also fears of
government activities coming to a standstill from January 1 if the budget for the next fiscal year
is not cleared. The political divisions have come at a time when Sri Lanka has been trying to
shake off the effects of a deadly civil war that lasted more than a quarter of a century and build a
more inclusive system that takes care of the interests of all sections of society, including the
minority Tamils, who have a considerable impact on domestic politics in Tamil Nadu.

India was among the issues that led to differences between Mr Sirisena and Mr
Wickremesinghe, with the president reportedly opposing the former premier’s plans to award the
eastern container terminal project at Colombo Port to New Delhi. The rehabilitation of hundreds
of thousands of Sri Lankan Tamils affected by the civil war also remains a priority for India.
During the political crisis in the Maldives earlier this year, India learnt the value of the waiting
game as opposed to any direct intervention, and it worked with other world powers to mount
pressure on the authoritarian regime of former president Abdulla Yameen. It appears to have
adopted a similar approach in the case of Sri Lanka, but the wait for the crisis to play out to
some sort of conclusion could be a long one.

First Published: Dec 14, 2018 07:35 IST
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-14

INDIA UPS ANTE OVER SAARC MEET SPAT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SAARC

Taking its protest over the presence of a minister from Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (PoK) at a
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) meeting to the next level, India has
now demanded that the SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SCCI) be “derecognised”
by the South Asian grouping.

In a letter addressed to the SAARC secretariat, which is based in Kathmandu, the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA) accused the SCCI of having “violated” the SAARC charter and principles
by inviting the Minister from PoK Chaudhury Muhammad Saeed to its event in Islamabad on
December 8. An Indian diplomat attending the event had walked out in protest against Mr.
Saeed’s presence.

Regret letter

According to government sources, the SCCI has written to the High Commission of India in
Islamabad, “expressing regret”.

In its letter dated December 10, two days after the event, the MEA referred to Mr. Saeed as a
“renegade entity” from Jammu and Kashmir “which is under illegal and forcible occupation of
Pakistan”, and said his presence at the event constituted a contravention of SAARC principles to
respect sovereignty and territorial integrity of member states. It also said the SCCI had taken a
“political” position, which breached guidelines for SAARC Apex bodies.

“The government of India requests the SAARC secretariat to consider initiating steps for
derecognition of the SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry as the Apex body of the
SAARC”.

Founded in 1992, the SCCI is formed from local chambers of commerce from all nine members
of SAARC including the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI). The
group led by SCCI president Ruwan Edrisinghe meets regularly and is one of the SAARC’s most
active bodies.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-12-14

OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's

interests

Ali Akbar Salehi, Iran’s nuclear chief and former foreign minister, has warned that Iranians are
running out of patience with the European Union’s pledge to maintain trade with Tehran, despite
ramped-up US sanctions against its oil and banking sectors. “If we cannot sell our oil and we
don’t enjoy financial transactions, then I don’t think keeping the deal will benefit us anymore,”
Salehi had said ahead of the 27 November meeting with EU foreign policy chief Federica
Mogherini in Brussels.

European powers—Germany, France and Britain—have been under enormous pressure from
Washington to follow its example and withdraw from the Iran accord, also known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). US President Donald Trump has warned that those
who help Tehran circumvent sanctions “will NOT be doing business with the United States”. The
Islamic republic has not helped to facilitate effective cooperation with the EU either. Iran has
resisted calls to implement the requirements of the Paris-based Financial Action Task Force to
combat money laundering and terrorism financing. At the same time, Tehran-affiliated agents
have tried to carry out assassination and bombing plots on European soil over the past several
months, damaging political and diplomatic efforts to build constructive ties.

Why, then, is the EU so determined to save the Iran nuclear deal? The answer lies in European
fears of the security and economic consequences if the JCPOA collapses—and perhaps also in
how Tehran might be able to pressure Europe to salvage the deal.

While worries about the unravelling of the JCPOA and Tehran’s possible moves to develop
nuclear weapons continue, European powers seem to be less concerned about a nuclear Iran
per se, than what would happen if the US or Israel and its Arab allies went to war to prevent that
outcome. Despite US, British and French objections against Iran’s 1 December test of a
medium-range ballistic missile that was reportedly capable of carrying nuclear warheads, neither
of the two European nations pushed for punitive action against Tehran during a subsequent
meeting of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). “There is no legitimate reason why Iran
should flout the resolution,” said Britain’s UN ambassador Karen Pierce, referring to a 2015
UNSC resolution on the Iran nuclear deal and missile work.

A US or Israeli-led war would be unlikely to involve Europe directly, but any war could still have
a significant effect on the continent’s security and economy. Tehran might also resort to tactics
that pressure Europe to intervene or help thwart foreign aggressors. During the “tanker war”
phase of the Iran-Iraq War, Tehran targeted non-belligerent shipping in the Persian Gulf for
similar purposes.

Perhaps the first option at Iran’s disposal is unleashing a wave of migration toward Europe.
While a war is likely to push many Iranians to flee the country, as they did during the 1979
revolution and subsequent war with Iraq, the Islamic republic might also use as leverage the
threat of making life more difficult for its Afghan refugee population, estimated to number up to 3
million. This could strain the EU’s humanitarian and welfare infrastructure. The Syrian civil war
demonstrated all too clearly that this is Europe’s Achilles heel, with anti-migrant protests in EU
nations leading to governments adopting measures like stricter border control policies or striking
a controversial deal with Turkey in 2016 to halt the influx of those seeking refuge.

Iran could pressure Europe over drug trafficking too. Situated on the main narcotics transit route
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that stretches from Afghanistan to Central Asia and Eastern Europe, Iran acts as a bulwark
against international narcotics trafficking, when it chooses to do so. In the same speech, Fazli
cited the rise in drug production in Afghanistan to over 9,000 tonnes a year, warning that if Iran
looked the other way, “over 5,000 tonnes of narcotics would leave Iran’s borders for the West”.

Finally, since its birth as a revolutionary state in 1979 and in place of reliable conventional
alliances, Iran has systematically tried to foster a regional network of non-state actors and
proxies. These groups have historically served as a pillar of Tehran’s strategy to expand its
influence and deter aggression. This tactic can be expanded in times of war to threaten
European security. In other words, the Islamic republic can harness its ties with militant
organizations such as Hezbollah or condone plots by the likes of Al Qaeda to punish its rivals.

In a rare explicit warning to European powers in November, Abbas Araghchi, Iran’s deputy
foreign minister and chief nuclear negotiator, raised the possibility of such a situation. “If
Europeans buckle [under US pressure over Iran], they have basically questioned their own
sovereignty, credibility and security,” he said. “If Europe thinks West Asia would be safer without
JCPOA, well, they are free to try it.” he continued. “Can Europe cope with a new wave of
terrorism, migration and nuclear crisis?”

The centrist government of President Hassan Rouhani has repeatedly praised Europe’s “political
will” to salvage the nuclear deal, including plans to establish a special purpose vehicle for
conducting financial transactions with Iran by skirting US sanctions. The big question now is
whether the EU will be able to deliver on its pledges as American pressure mounts.

Maysam Behravesh is a journalist and a PhD candidate in the department of political science at Lund University
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-14

BILATERAL ANNUAL HAJ 2019 AGREEMENT
BETWEEN INDIA AND SAUDI ARABIA SIGNED AT
JEDDAH

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Middle East

Ministry of Minority Affairs

Bilateral Annual Haj 2019 Agreement between India and
Saudi Arabia Signed at Jeddah

Posted On: 13 DEC 2018 6:27PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister for Minority Affairs, Government of India Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi,  and Haj and
Umrah Minister of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Dr Mohammad Saleh bin Taher Benten signed
bilateral annual Haj 2019 agreement between India and Saudi Arabia at Jeddah today.

Shri Naqvi said that the Saudi Arabia Government has always played active and effective role to
ensure safety and better facilities to Indian Haj pilgrims. It is a part of strengthened bilateral
relations of the two countries. He said that India-Saudi Arabia relations have achieved newer
heights under the leadership and guidance of Saudi Arabia King Salman Bin Abdul Aziz and
Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi. Both the countries share strong cultural, historical,
economic and political relations.

Shri Naqvi thanked The Custodian of the two Holy Mosques, King Salman Bin Abdul Aziz for his
guidance and active support to make Haj 2018 , successful. He said that the Government of
India, in coordination and cooperation with Saudi Arabia Government, Indian Consulate and
various concerned agencies in Saudi Arabia, is working to ensure safety and better facilities,
medical facilities for the pilgrims during Haj 2019.

Shri Naqvi said that a large number of Muslim women are likely to go to Haj 2019 without
“Mehram” (male companion). More than 2100 women have applied to go to Haj 2019 without
“Mehram”.For the first time, the Centre’s Modi Government had lifted ban on women going to
Haj without Mehram last year, which resulted into about 1300 Indian Muslim women went on Haj
2018 without any male companion. They had been exempted from the lottery system. For the
first time, more than 100 women Haj Coordinators and Haj Assistants had been deployed to
assist Indian women Haj pilgrims in 2018.

The Minister said that Haj Committee of India has received more than 2 lakh 47 thousand
applications yet for Haj 2019. This includes about 47 per cent women. For the first time after the
Independence, a record number of Muslims from India performed Haj 2018 and that too without
any subsidy. Record 1,75,025 Muslims from India performed Haj 2018 which include about 48
per cent women. The Indian Government has requested the Saudi Arabia Government to
increase India’s annual Haj quota for Haj 2019 also.

Shri Naqvi said that making the Haj process completely online/ digital has helped to make the
entire Haj process transparent and pro-pilgrims. For Haj 2019, about 1 lakh 36 thousand online
applications have been received.

Shri Naqvi said that Ministry of Minority Affairs, in cooperation with Saudi Arabia Haj Consulate,
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Haj Committee of India and other concerned agencies, had completed preparations for Haj 2018
about 2 months before schedule to ensure smooth Haj pilgrimage. This time, preparations for
Haj 2019 had been started 3 months before schedule to make this Haj more comfortable for the
pilgrims.

***
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THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND THE ASIAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB) SIGN A $60 MILLION
LOAN AGREEMENT TO REDUCE FLOODS AND THE
RIVERBANK EROSION IN ASSAM

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

Ministry of Finance

The Government of India and the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) sign a $60 Million Loan Agreement to reduce floods
and the riverbank erosion in Assam

Posted On: 13 DEC 2018 5:25PM by PIB Delhi

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Government of India signed a $60
Million Loan Agreement here today in New Delhi to continue financing riverbank
protection works, renovation of flood embankments, and community-based flood risk
management activities in critically flood-prone areas along the Brahmaputra River in
Assam.

The Tranche 2 loan is part of the $120 million multi-tranche financing facility (MFF) for
the Assam Integrated Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Investment
Program approved by the ADB Board in October 2010.

The signatories to the loan agreement were Mr. Sameer Kumar Khare, Additional
Secretary (Fund Bank and ADB), Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of
Finance, who signed on behalf of the Government of India; and Mr. Kenichi
Yokoyama, Country Director of ADB’s India Resident Mission, who signed for ADB.

After signing the loan agreement, MrKhare said that the Program is aimed at
increasing the reliability and effectiveness of flood and riverbank erosion risk
management systems in flood-prone areas of Assam, strengthening the disaster
preparedness of the communities, and developing institutional capacity and
knowledge base for flood forecasting.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Yokoyamasaid that the Project 2 under the Program
will fund a combination of structural and nonstructural measures in the three
subproject areas of Palasbari-Gumi, Kaziranga, and Dibrugarh along the
Brahmaputra river which include 20 km of riverbank protection works and upgrading
of 13 km of flood embankments.

The non-structural measures will cover community involvement and community-
based flood risk management activities through establishing and training disaster
management committees for strengthening local disaster preparedness and
emergency response. The Project will continue to support the institutional capacity
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development of the autonomous body anchored to the Assam Water Resources
Department, named Flood and River Erosion Management Agency of Assam
(FREMAA), and Assam State Disaster Management Authority (ASDMA), as the
executing and implementing agencies for this Project.

The loan will have a 20-year term, including a grace period of 5 years, an Annual
Interest Rate determined in accordance with ADB’s lending facility based on the
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), and a commitment charge of 0.15% per
year.

 

*****
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-14

PRESIDENT KOVIND ADDRESSES GATHERING IN
YANGON; COMMITS INDIA TO PROJECTS THAT
PROMOTE MYANMAR’S PRIORITIES, A STABLE
NEIGHBOURHOOD AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LOCAL COMMUNITIES; PRESIDENT ALSO
FELICITATES INA VETERANS LIVING IN MYANMAR

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Myanmar

President's Secretariat

President Kovind Addresses Gathering in Yangon;
Commits India to Projects that Promote Myanmar’s
Priorities, a Stable Neighbourhood and the Development of
Local Communities; President also Felicitates INA Veterans
Living in Myanmar

Posted On: 12 DEC 2018 7:37PM by PIB Delhi

The President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, reached Yangon this afternoon (December 12,
2018), on the second day of his state visit to Myanmar. Later in the day, he addressed a
gathering comprising largely people of Indian origin and Indian expatriates at a reception hosted
by Shri Vikram Misri, Ambassador of India to Myanmar.

Speaking on the occasion, the President said India’s “Act East” and “Neighbourhood First”
policies prioritise India’s immediate region, and Myanmar is a focus country for both. These
policies have helped India adjust to a world in which it is among the leading economies, and are
also enabling its neighbours to engage in partnerships for growth and development.
Opportunities have expanded beyond trade and investment to energy and electrical grids,
communications and transport, and people-to-people ties.

The President said development cooperation has become an important component of India's
external relations, especially in the neighbourhood. India shares its expertise by building
infrastructure, creating capacity, and setting up institutions. It does so, the President said, with
the conviction that a peaceful, prosperous and stable neighbourhood is in everyone’s interest.
While implementing such projects, India’s approach is in line with the priorities of its partners –
ensuring respect for rule of law and good governance; insisting on transparency; committing to
transfer skills and technologies to local communities; ensuring projects are environmentally and
socially-responsible; and, most important, ensuring such projects do not create unsustainable
burdens. The President said that these precepts are essential parameters of responsible project
development and he was glad that India-Myanmar bilateral cooperation is designed in
accordance with them.

The President noted that Myanmar is undergoing multiple and simultaneous transitions towards
democracy, peace and economic development. As a sister democracy and a civilisational friend,
India is fully conscious of the challenges Myanmar faces. Over the last 70 years, India has put in
place systems and structures of governance that have enabled diversity to serve the cause of
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national progress. It is in this spirit of good neighbourly cooperation that India is ready to offer
Myanmar any assistance towards addressing issues of national reconciliation, reconstruction
and economic development.

Earlier the President commenced his engagements in Yangon by paying respects at the Martyrs’
Mausoleum. He also visited the revered Shwedagon Pagoda. Following this, he met and
felicitated nine surviving veterans of the Indian National Army who live in Yangon. The oldest of
them, Shri K.A. Perumal, is aged about 90.

This morning, the President flew to Yangon from Nay Pyi Taw, the capital of Myanmar.
Wrapping up his engagements in the capital, the President visited the Advanced Centre for
Agricultural Research and Education (ACARE) at the Yezin Agricultural University. There, he
inaugurated and reviewed Indian technological projects that are aimed at supporting farmers in
Myanmar and are being carried out by the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, with the
support of the Ministry of External Affairs. The President formally launched a mobile app that
provides technical assistance to farmers as well as distributed soil health cards, based on the
chemical analysis of a specific field. This is the first time that soil health cards are being used in
Myanmar.

Following this, the President visited the adjoining Rice Bio-Park. There, the M.S. Swaminathan
Research Foundation, funded by the Ministry of External Affairs, is undertaking a project to
ensure optimal use and value addition of the gamut of bio-sources in a rice farm, including rice
straw and rice husk. Burning of rice straw and rice husk can cause pollution. The project uses
technology to deploy the rice straw and rice husk in alternative and productive ways – to
produce feed for cattle, promote mushroom culture, and make paper and compost.

Tomorrow (December 13, 2018), on the concluding day of his state visit, the President will
inaugurate the Fifth Enterprise India Exhibition in Yangon. He will also visit the historic Kali
Temple in the city, which is a symbol for the entire Indian community in Myanmar, as well as pay
his respects at the mausoleum of Bahadur Shah Zafar, an iconic figure during the uprising of
1857.

Click here to see President speech.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-15

SENATE REBUKES TRUMP ON YEMEN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's

interests

Ties under stress:Prince Mohammed bin Salman, centre, with President Donald Trump at the
White House in 2017.  

The Senate on Thursday voted overwhelmingly, by 56-41, to end the U.S. support for the Saudi-
led war in Yemen. A second resolution, which passed in the Senate unanimously, held Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS) personally responsible for journalist Jamal
Khashoggi’s murder. The resolutions are the strongest rebuke to date of the Trump
administration’s handling of the U.S.-Saudi relationship and the death of Washington Post
columnist Khashoggi.

The resolution calling for an end to U.S. support of the war in Yemen, introduced by Bernie
Sanders (Independent, Vermont) and Mike Lee (Republican, Utah), invoked, for the first time,
the War Powers Act of 1973, which was introduced as part of Congress’s reaction to the
Vietnam War.

“Today, we declare we will not long participate in the Saudi-led intervention in Yemen, which has
caused the worst humanitarian crisis on earth, with 85,000 children starving to death,” Mr.
Sanders said. “Today, for the first time, we are going to go forward utilising that legislation, and
tell the President that the constitutional responsibility for making war rests with Congress, not
the White House.”

‘Inconclusive evidence’

The second resolution blaming Prince Mohammed for the murder, introduced by Bob Corker, a
Republican Senator who heads the Foreign Relations Committee, is another rebuke of the
administration.

The President and top officials, including Secretary of State Michael Pompeo and Secretary of
Defense Jim Mattis, have refrained from blaming the Crown Prince, saying the evidence is
inconclusive despite the CIA concluding that the Prince ordered the killing of Khashoggi.

The Corker resolution says the Senate “believes Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman is
responsible for the murder of Jamal Khashoggi” and asks the Saudi government to “ensure
appropriate responsibility” for all those responsible for the murder.

“Maybe he did and maybe he didn’t!” Mr. Trump had written in a statement on November 20 on
the Prince’s role in the murder of Khashoggi inside the Saudi consulate in Istanbul on October 2.

The administration has taken a soft stand towards Saudi Arabia and the Prince, citing billions of
dollars in arms purchases with the kingdom and the role Saudi Arabia plays as an ally in West
Asia. A group of House Democrats and Republicans received a briefing from CIA Director Gina
Haspel on Wednesday — her briefing with the Senate earlier this month had left many Senators
convinced that the Crown Prince was behind the murder of Khashoggi.

However, on Thursday, Mr. Pompeo and Mr. Mattis had briefed the House on the investigation
into Khashoggi’s death and argued for U.S. logistics support and intelligence sharing with Saudi
Arabia, the New York Times reported.
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Earlier this month, the Washington Post reported that shortly after Mr. Trump won the
Presidency, the Saudis had paid for 500 nights at his Washington DC hotel in just three months.
Since October, 11 Democratic Senators had asked, twice, for Mr. Trump and the Trump
Organization to reveal the Organization’s financial ties to the kingdom.

Among the Republican Senators who joined Democrats in voting for the War Powers resolution
were Susan Collins (Maine), Jeff Flake (Arizona) and Rand Paul (Kentucky).

Concerned about upsetting the Saudi-U.S. relationship, Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell
had earlier urged Senators to not vote for the first resolution but to support the Corker resolution,
blaming Prince Mohammed. “The Sanders-Lee resolution is neither precise enough or prudent
enough,” Mr. McConnell said, adding that the second resolution “does a good job of capturing
bipartisan concerns.”

The resolution calling for an end to Yemen war support is unlikely to pass in the House, which is
under Republican control till the end of the year. House Republicans passed a measure earlier
this week blocking Yemen-related resolutions from being taken up in the House until year-end.

The process would have to be taken up again next year when the new Congress convenes with
a House under Democrat control.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-15

‘TIBET BILL OF U.S. GROSSLY INTERFERES IN CHINA
AFFAIRS’

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

China on Friday rebuked the U.S. Congress over legislation seeking greater access to Tibet,
saying American lawmakers “grossly interfered” in Beijing's domestic affairs.

The bill, which passed this week with bipartisan support, demands access to the region for U.S.
diplomats, journalists and tourists, threatening to bar Chinese officials responsible for the policy
from the U.S. if barriers remain for foreigners in Tibet.

Foreign visitors are generally required to obtain a special permit, with the region completely
closed off to outsiders at certain times of the year.

Contrary to facts

“The relevant bill... has disregarded the facts, grossly interfered in China's internal affairs, and
violated the basic norms of international relations,” Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu
Kang said.

“China is firmly opposed to this and has already made representations to the U.S.”

He added that some 40,000 Americans had visited Tibet since 2015, including politicians.

“We strongly urge the U.S. administration to immediately take effective measures to prevent this
bill from being signed into law, so as to avoid damage to China-U.S. relations and the
cooperation between the two countries in important areas,” Mr. Lu said.

The bill comes amid frictions between the U.S. and China over trade and the arrest of a Chinese
executive in Canada on a U.S. request.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-15

END SRI LANKA’S CRISIS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Mahinda Rajapaksa’s decision to resign as Prime Minister, an office to which he was
controversially installed by President Maithripala Sirisena, is the first sign that the dragging
constitutional crisis in Sri Lanka is heading slowly towards a resolution. He had also played a
part in the unfolding of the crisis set off by Mr. Sirisena, who made ill-advised moves by invoking
his executive powers repeatedly for political and partisan ends. The two leaders had come
together against common rival Ranil Wickremesinghe, who was removed as Prime Minister
unceremoniously on October 26 to make way for Mr. Rajapaksa. However, they saw little
success either in Parliament or before the courts. Despite Mr. Rajapaksa failing to prove his
majority in several motions in the House, he had steadfastly remained in office, seeking fresh
elections instead of stepping down. Sri Lanka’s politics and economy have been caught in a
downward spiral due to a constitutional crisis since Mr. Sirisena appointed Mr. Rajapaksa as
Prime Minister. However, Mr. Rajapaksa was unable, or unwilling, to demonstrate the extent of
his support in Parliament. At one point the President prorogued Parliament, and later dissolved
it. However, the Supreme Court restored the legislature in an interim order. Thereafter, in a
series of votes, a majority of the 225-strong House has been voting against Mr. Rajapaksa.

Mr. Rajapaksa’s resignation offer has come at a time when several parliamentarians moved the
country’s Court of Appeal seeking a writ of quo warranto for Mr. Rajapaksa’s removal. In an
interim order, the court restrained him from functioning as Prime Minister. The absence of clarity
on whether there was a legitimate government in office placed other countries and multilateral
financial institutions in a quandary as to who they should deal with. Mr. Rajapaksa’s resignation
may pave the way for the installation of a government that enjoys a majority in Parliament.
Meanwhile, the President’s credibility has taken yet another beating after the Supreme Court
ruled categorically that his dissolution of Parliament on November 9 was illegal and void. The
court has rejected his claim that he had an unfettered right to dissolve Parliament at any time,
notwithstanding provisions in the Constitution that barred such action for the first four and a half
years of the legislature’s term. The court dismissed his camp’s attempt to stretch and twist the
meaning of some constitutional provisions in order to justify his bizarre actions. Although Mr.
Sirisena has been obstinately sticking to his position that he will not appoint Mr. Wickremesinghe
as Prime Minister “even if all 225 members” were with him, there are indications he may be
forced to alter his stand. Nothing short of respecting the current composition of Parliament and
reinstating Mr. Wickremesinghe as Prime Minister will solve the current imbroglio.

Maharashtra’s proposal on reservation for Marathas is bound to invite judicial scrutiny
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Source : www.indianexpress.com Date : 2018-12-15

IN COLOMBO, A WAY OUT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

© 2018 The Indian Express Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

The Supreme Court of Sri Lanka has delivered a sound verdict, one that seemed inevitable from
the start of the sordid drama that President Maithripala Sirisena began on October 26 by
removing Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe and swearing in old rival and former president
Mahinda Rajapaksa in his place. What is surprising is Sirisena’s own conviction that he could
pull it off. It was under his stewardship, with Wickremesinghe as prime minister of the National
Unity Government, that the Sri Lankan parliament voted to curtail the powers of the president
with the 19th Amendment. The Supreme Court has ruled that the president violated the
Constitution by dissolving Parliament before the constitutionally stipulated period of four and a
half years in response to petitions challenging the November 9 dissolution. Article 70(1) of the
Constitution is clear that the president is not empowered to do this unless there is a resolution
supported by two-thirds of parliamentarians, including those not present. The judgement of the
seven-member bench has declared the dissolution null and void.

Just four years ago, Sirisena’s dramatic emergence as the challenger from within the Sri Lanka
Freedom Party to the authoritarian Rajapaksa, his defiant candidature against the powerful
Rajapaksa in the January 2015 presidential election and subsequent victory had made him
something of a hero. But he will now go down in history as a leader who dragged his country
through two months of instability. It is no secret that Sirisena has never been convinced of his
own leadership of the SLFP and has spent the last four years feeling insecure about
Rajapaksa’s ambitions to return to power. He projected that insecurity to his working relationship
with Wickremesinghe, distancing himself from his own PM. To be fair, Wickremesinghe’s own
actions only deepened the distrust between the two.

Sri Lanka is not yet out of the woods. The Supreme Court has granted Rajapaksa leave to
appeal the stay on his functioning as PM but it has rejected Rajapaksa’s plea for an interim
order vacating the stay. Sirisena could still find a way out by reinstating Wickremesinghe on the
basis of his demonstrated strength in parliament. His stubborn insistence that he cannot work
with Wickremesinghe as PM does not hold water. The United National Party leader is not
without his own shortcomings, but he has convincingly demonstrated a majority in the House as
many as seven times since his dismissal by Sirisena. Both won mandates for a five-year term. It
would be best if they dedicated the rest of their respective terms to fulfill the promise of the good
governance that brought them together and got them elected.

Download the Indian Express apps for iPhone, iPad or Android

© 2018 The Indian Express Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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th IRIGC-MTC Meeting

Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-15

INDIA-RUSSIA DISCUSS DEFENCE COOPERATION
DURING 18TH IRIGC-MTC MEETING

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Russia

Ministry of Defence

India-Russia Discuss Defence Cooperation During 18th

IRIGC-MTC Meeting

Posted On: 13 DEC 2018 6:50PM by PIB Delhi

The 18thmeeting of the India-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission on Military Technical
Cooperation (IRIGC-MTC) was held here today. The meeting was co-chaired by Raksha Mantri
Smt Nirmala Sitharaman and Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation General Sergei
Shoigu.

In the framework of the bilateral Special and Privileged Strategic Partnership, the IRIGC-MTC
meeting discussed a wide range of issues relating to defence equipment, industry and
technological engagement between India and Russia as well as after sales support/upgradation
of military equipment of Russian origin. The Ministers expressed satisfaction at the dynamism
and progress in bilateral defence cooperation. Intensive discussions were held on joint
manufacturing projects, including the Kamov-226Thelicopters, naval frigates and projects related
to land systems. The two sides also agreed to take forward inter-governmental arrangements for
facilitating joint manufacturing of spares for Russian origin equipment in India, under the ‘Make
in India’ initiative.

With a view to enhancing military-to-military engagement and rationalising the functioning of the
Commission, a revised Inter-Governmental Agreement on restructuring the existing IRIGC-MTC
to the IRIGC on Military and Military Technical Cooperation was also signed by the two
Ministers. An additional institutional Working Group headed by Chief of Integrated Defence Staff
to the Chairman COSE (CISC) and Deputy Chief of the Main Operational Directorate of General
Staff of Armed Forces of Russian Federation would be set up under the expanded Commission.

The Ministers expressed satisfaction progress in structured engagement between their armed
forces, including joint exercises, resumption of training exchanges and other interactions in the
framework of the Bilateral Road Map on Defence Cooperation signed in June 2017.

The inaugural meeting of the IRIGC-MTC is proposed to be held in Russia in 2019 on mutually
convenient dates.

AA/Nampi/DK/Rajib/HS/RS

(Release ID: 1555873) Visitor Counter : 485

Read this release in: Hindi
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-16

‘WEST HURTS OWN VALUES IN GULF CRISIS’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: GCC

Western nations jeopardised their own values during the ongoing crisis in the Gulf region,
Qatar’s Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani said on Saturday. He
was speaking at the 18th edition of the Doha Forum, a dialogue platform attended by leading
global players.

To a question whether Western nations had been helpful after Saudi Arabia and its allies
imposed a blockade on Qatar last year, Mr. al-Thani said Qatar had not seen much movement
from the West during the crisis. “We are still relying on our region,” he said, reflecting a sense of
disappointment with the West on how it had dealt with the crisis. Appreciating the role played by
the Emir of Kuwait, he hoped that engagement with the region would repair relations.

Regional alliance

Contending that the interests of the U.S. and the West were tied to key Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries, the Foreign Minister agreed that the regional alliance would have to be
redesigned. The GCC currently did not have any mechanism to deal with regional conflicts, he
added.

Somalia’s Prime Minister Hassan Ali Khaire said that the narrative around his country had to be
changed now that there was a government sensitive to the needs of the people.

“We are the link between the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean,” he said.

Terrorism, he argued, could not be defeated by military means alone, but needed investment
and an end to corruption. “Our number one priority is that the perception about Somalia must
change. The world has to see what Somalia can be, not what it was or is currently.”

Speaking at the same panel, Romanian Foreign Minister Teodor Melecanu said the army was
not the “only argument” in international relations and the EU planned an event with GCC
countries to resolve the crisis in the region. Romania takes up the rotating presidency of the EU
shortly.

( The writer was in Doha at the invitation of the Doha Forum, which is supported by the Qatari
government )
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-16

FRANCE, INDIA FOCUS ON ENERGY SECTOR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

Extending ties:Sushma Swaraj and French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian in New Delhi on
Saturday.PTI  

India and France are moving fast towards operationalising the nuclear power project at Jaitapur,
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj said on Saturday.

Addressing presspersons after holding discussions with her French counterpart, Ms. Swaraj said
both sides were working in the field of energy and also intensifying international developmental
and counter-terrorism cooperation.

Good progress

“Both countries are working to start the Jaitapur nuclear energy project as soon as possible. We
are glad that NPCIL and EDF have have made progress based on the Industrial Way Forward
Agreement. Today we have adopted the Status of Progress for Implementation of Industrial Way
Forward Agreement,” Ms. Swaraj announced after holding talks with visiting French Foreign
Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian.

The French Minister said the project, which involved building six EPR reactors, would also help
the ‘Make in India’ project of the Government of India as it will include transfer of technology.

Common plans

Both sides declared common plans to work in development projects in the African continent.

“...We have decided to launch projects together in Africa, particularly in the area of sustainable
development in connection with the International Solar Alliance. Our respective Joint Secretaries
for Africa, who held operational consultations earlier this week, will soon submit a progress
report on these joint projects,” Mr. Le Drian said.

The visiting Minister referred to the 10th anniversary of the 26/11 attacks in Mumbai, and
reiterated that India and France would expand collaboration to prevent terrorism in the world. Mr.
Le Drian’s visit, which coincided with the ongoing debate on the Rafale aircraft deal in India, also
emphasised the softer side of bilateral ties with Ms. Swaraj highlighting that a large number of
student exchanges with France would be possible by 2020.

“Both sides need to work if we want to take bilateral trade to the target of €15 billion,” Ms. Swaraj
said.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-12-17

JOINT STATEMENT ON THE OCCASION OF STATE
VISIT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MALDIVES TO INDIA (DECEMBER 17, 2018)

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Prime Minister's Office

Joint Statement on the occasion of State Visit of the
President of the Republic of Maldives to India (December
17, 2018)

Posted On: 17 DEC 2018 3:07PM by PIB Delhi

1. The President of the Republic of Maldives, H.E. Mr Ibrahim Mohamed Solih, is on a
State Visit to India from 16-18 December 2018 at the invitation of the Prime Minister
of the Republic of India, H.E. Mr Narendra Modi.

2. This is President Solih’s first visit abroad after assuming the office of President of
the Republic of Maldives on 17 November 2018. The President of Maldives is
accompanied by his wife First Lady Fazna Ahmed and a high level delegation
comprising of Minister of Foreign Affairs Abdulla Shahid, Minister of Finance Ibrahim
Ameer, Minister of National Planning and Infrastructure Mohamed Aslam, Minister of
Transport and Civil Aviation Aishath Nahula, Minister of Economic Development Uz
Fayyaz Ismail, senior government officials, and a business delegation.

3. In an important gesture, President Solih is staying in the Rashtrapati Bhawan as a
special guest of Rashtrapatiji. This demonstrates the close ties between India and the
Maldives, and the warmth and mutual respect between the two governments.

4. The President of India met the President of Maldives on 17 December 2018, and
hosted a banquet in honour of President Solih later the same evening. Vice President
of India Shri Venkaiah Naidu, and External Affairs Minister Smt. Sushma Swaraj
called on the President of Maldives.

5. Prime Minister of India and President of Maldives held Official talks on 17
December 2018 in an extremely warm, cordial and friendly atmosphere reflective of
the special relationship between the two countries. Prime Minister Narendra Modi
also hosted an official lunch for President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih and the
accompanying delegation.

6. The two sides signed the following Agreements/MoUs/Joint Declaration of Intent
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during the visit:

• Agreement on the Facilitation of Visa Arrangements

• Memorandum of Understanding on Cultural Cooperation

• Memorandum of Understanding for Establishing Mutual Cooperation to Improve the
Ecosystem for Agribusiness;

• Joint Declaration of Intent on Cooperation in the field of Information &
Communications Technology and Electronics.

 

They agreed to work together to create institutional linkages and to establish a
framework of cooperation in the following areas:

• Health cooperation issues particularly cancer treatment

• Mutual Legal Assistance on Criminal Matters

• Investment promotion

• Human Resource Development

• Tourism

7. Prime Minister Modi warmly recalled his recent visit to the Maldives to attend the
swearing-in ceremony of President Solih as his special guest. He reiterated the
highest importance that India attaches to its relationship with the Maldives.

8. The two leaders reiterated their strong commitment to further strengthening and
reinvigorating the traditionally strong and friendly relations between India and the
Maldives, nurtured by geographical contiguity, ethnic, historical, socio-economic and
cultural ties between the peoples of the two countries. They also reiterated an abiding
faith in, and commitment to democracy, development and peaceful co-existence.

9. The Prime Minister of India congratulated the people of Maldives for their
successful and peaceful transition to democracy. He applauded the President of
Maldives on his vision for inclusive, decentralised, people-centric governance, and
development that is sustainable. Recall ing his government’s policy of
‘Neighbourhood-First’, Prime Minister Modi reiterated India’s assurance of all possible
support to Maldives in realising its aspirations for socio-economic development, and
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strengthening of democratic and independent institutions.

10. In this regard, the Prime Minister announced provision of financial assistance up
to US$ 1.4 billion in the form of budgetary support, currency swap and concessional
lines of credit to fulfil the socio-economic development programmes of the Maldives.

11. President Solih reaffirmed his government’s "India-First Policy”, and commitment
to working together closely with India. He appreciated the generous assistance
provided by the Government of India to Maldives, and identified various areas for
developmental cooperation, including private sector involvement in development of
housing and infrastructure, water and sewerage systems in the outlying islands,
healthcare, education and tourism.

12. Both leaders emphasized the need to improve connectivity between the two
countries through the establishment of enabling infrastructure that would promote the
exchange of goods and services, information, ideas, culture and people.

13. The Prime Minister informed the decision by the Government of India to provide
1000 additional slots over next 5 years for training and capacity building in diverse
fields including judicial, policing and law-enforcement, audit and financial
management, local governance, community development, IT, e-governance, sports,
media, youth and women empowerment, leadership, innovation & entrepreneurship,
art & culture.

14. Recognizing the importance of facilitating people-to-people exchanges and travel,
the leaders welcomed the new Agreement on Visa Facilitation signed today. The
Prime Minister noted that the new Agreement will address the common concerns and
ensure that people-to-people contacts are enhanced. The Maldives is one of the very
few countries with which India has a visa free arrangement.

15. President Solih expressed his happiness at the signing of the Agreement, as this
will facilitate many Maldivians who send their children to school in India, to be able to
accompany them. The Agreement will also facilitate easier visa arrangements for
Maldivian citizens and their families, to come to India for medical treatment. Both
leaders emphasised the need to ensure seamless movement of people between both
countries.

16. Both leaders agreed on the importance of maintaining peace and security in the
Indian Ocean Region. In furtherance of the shared recognition that the security
interests of both the countries are interlinked in the region, they reiterated their
assurance of being mindful of each other’s concerns and aspirations for the stability
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of the region and not allowing their respective territories to be used for any activity
inimical to the other. The two leaders agreed to strengthen cooperation to enhance
maritime security in the Indian Ocean Region through coordinated patrolling and
aerial surveillance, exchange of information and capacity building.

17. The two leaders reaffirmed their unwavering commitment and support for
increased cooperation in combating terrorism in all its forms and manifestations both
within the region and elsewhere. Both sides agreed to enhance bilateral cooperation
on issues of common concern, including piracy, terrorism, organised crime, drugs and
human trafficking. It was also agreed to intensify cooperation in the areas of training
and capacity building of Maldives Police Service and Maldives National Defence
Force.

18. Both leaders reviewed efforts to promote bilateral trade and investment ties
between the two countries. The Prime Minister of India welcomed the expanding
opportunities for Indian companies to invest in the Maldives in different sectors for the
mutual benefit of both countries. The Prime Minister noted that the vision of the
government of Maldives, of a transparent, accountable, and rule-based administration
sends a welcome message to regain the confidence of Indian business persons. Both
leaders agreed to promote closer economic cooperation in sectors such as fisheries
development, tourism, transportation, connectivity, health, education, information
technology, new and renewable energy and communications.

19. Both leaders reiterated the importance of an effective multilateral system as a key
factor in tackling global challenges. In this context, they also recognized the need to
pursue reform of the main UN bodies, including the revitalization of the UN General
Assembly and expansion of the UN Security Council.

20.The President of Maldives reiterated his country's support for India's candidature
for permanent membership of an expanded and reformed UN Security Council.
Maldives also reiterated support for India’s candidature for non-permanent seat for
the year 2020-21.

21.The Prime Minister of India welcomed Maldives’ decision to re-join the
Commonwealth. The Prime Minister also welcomed Maldives as the newest member
of the Indian Ocean Rim Association.

22. Both leaders agreed on the importance of combatting the impacts of climate
change, especially detrimental to developing countries, and Small Island Developing
States, and the need to work towards strengthening the global response to climate
change, through the UNFCCC, and the Paris Agreement.
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23. The two leaders underscored the need for strengthening and reform of multilateral
financial institutions and enhancing the voice and participation of developing
countries in international economic decision-making.

24. The President of Maldives thanked the Prime Minister of India for the warmth,
cordiality and gracious hospitality extended to him and members of his delegation
during their visit.

25. The President of Maldives invited the President of India to make a State Visit to
the Maldives. The President of Maldives also invited the Prime Minister of India to
undertake a State Visit to the Maldives, which he accepted.

 

***

AKT/SH/VK
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-12-17

JOINT MILITARY DRILLS WILL HELP
NEIGHBOURHOOD TIES IN INDIA’S NEIGHBOURHOOD

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

India and China are capping a year marked by a flurry of high-level contacts with engagements
in two diverse and equally important areas. One hundred troops from each side are currently
participating in the fortnight-long “Hand in Hand” war game at Chengdu, and by the time the drill
is over, external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj and her Chinese counterpart Wang Yi will have
held the first meeting of the high-level people-to-people and cultural exchange mechanism in
New Delhi. Without a doubt, these contacts have been driven by the informal summit between
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Xi Jinping in Wuhan in April, a meeting that did
much to address the tensions that had characterised the relationship in the wake of last year’s
military standoff at Doklam near the Sikkim border. Mr Modi and Mr Xi met four times during the
course of the year, and both countries appeared to have realised the importance of pulling back
from the brink and imparting a semblance of normalcy to their ties. In more recent months, these
efforts have been given a further boost by Beijing because of the worsening relationship
between China and the US, especially in the field of trade. These efforts have also come at a
time when China has faced some pushback in several countries to its ambitious Belt and Road
Initiative.

Better relations between New Delhi and Beijing will obviously spell greater stability in India’s
immediate neighbourhood and the rest of Asia. The two sides can work jointly to ensure a more
multipolar world and even launch joint projects, such as the training of Afghan diplomats that
was conducted in October. And peace on the disputed India-China border will help make the
process of finding a solution to the issue less complicated.

However, this is not to say that everything is hunky dory in the bilateral relationship. China
continues to block the listing of Pakistan-based terrorist Masood Azhar at the United Nations as
well as India’s membership of the Nuclear Suppliers Group. It has also forged ahead with the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor despite India’s serious concerns about sovereignty issues.
On its part, China has concerns about the Dalai Lama and the other India-based elements of the
Tibetan leadership. Without a doubt, most of the contacts in the aftermath of the Wuhan Summit
have been aimed at managing bilateral ties and placing them back on an even keel after
Doklam. But it would be more fitting if the two sides take forward the much-touted “Wuhan Spirit”
to putting in place a template to address the irritants that have bedevilled their relationship.

First Published: Dec 17, 2018 07:42 IST
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-20

CHASING PEACE IN YEMEN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Middle East

The ceasefire between Yemen’s Houthi rebels and forces loyal to President Abdrabbuh Mansur
Hadi in the port city of Hodeida came into existence on December 18. The agreement was
reached in UN-mediated talks held in Stockholm earlier this month. At the time of the
negotiations, the city was almost in the hands of the Saudi-led coalition. The coalition had
blockaded the port, the main conduit for humanitarian aid to enter Yemen, for months, and the
fighters, mostly UAE soldiers, were battling the rebels. But Saudi Arabia came under increased
global pressure to stop fighting in Yemen after the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi inside
its consulate in Istanbul triggered a global outcry. The spotlight on Yemen and its deteriorating
humanitarian situation has been so strong after the Khashoggi affair that even the U.S., which
supports Riyadh in the war, cut down its involvement by ending refuelling of coalition aircraft.
With the UN also pushing for talks, the Yemeni government backed by Saudi Arabia gave the
green light for talks.

Since the Saudi intervention in 2015, at least 10,000 people have been killed in Yemen,
according to the WHO. The widespread damage caused to infrastructure by the coalition
airstrikes and lack of supplies of food and medicines due to the blockade have pushed Yemen
into a humanitarian catastrophe. About 12 million people are at the risk of starvation if aid
doesn’t reach them fast. The country has also seen a massive cholera outbreak. A child dies
every 10 minutes in Yemen from preventable causes, says UNICEF.

Saudi Arabia interfered in Yemen after the Shia Houthi rebels captured Sana’a, the capital city,
and the internationally recognised government of President Hadi moved to the country’s south.
The Saudis accuse Iran of bankrolling the Houthis and “destabilising” the Arabian peninsula. The
Saudi plan was to expel the Houthis from Sana’a and restore the authority of the government.
But almost four years since they launched the attack, the Houthis still control Sana’a and much
of the north of Yemen. They also fire short-range missiles across the border into Saudi Arabia,
which has become a major security concern for Riyadh.

Barring some violations, the ceasefire held on the second day on Wednesday. Both sides are
under pressure. The war reached a stalemate long ago. The Houthis have seen loss of territory
in recent months, while the Saudi coalition is facing growing international pressure. According to
the agreement, all combatants should withdraw from Hodeida in 21 days. UN observers will set
up a monitoring team of government and rebel representatives to oversee the truce. But the
Stockholm agreement is primarily focussed on Yemen’s humanitarian conditions. That is why
the ceasefire was agreed only in Hodeida. The question is whether the warring parties can
extend the truce to other areas of conflict. Both parties are well-entrenched in Yemen’s fractured
political landscape. A solution to the conflict can be found only if the rebels and the government
make some political concessions.

The government’s maternity benefit programme must be implemented better and comply with
the Food Security Act
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-12-20

U.S. MILITARY TO HAVE A ‘SPACE COMMAND’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's

interests

U.S. President Donald Trump on Tuesday ordered the creation of “Space Command”, a new
organisational structure within the Pentagon that will have overall control of military space
operations.

The command will be separate from Mr. Trump’s goal to build an entirely new branch of the
military called “Space Force,” which has not received approval from Congress.

“I direct the establishment, consistent with United States law, of United States Space Command
as a functional Unified Combatant Command,” Mr. Trump said in a memo to Secretary of
Defense Jim Mattis.

Speaking at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida’s Cape Canaveral, Vice-President Mike
Pence said Space Command would integrate space capabilities across all branches of the
military.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-12-20

OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developing countries on India's

interests

It has been just five years since China initiated its major land reclamation in the South China
Sea, and the country has already shifted the territorial status quo in its favour—without facing
any international pushback. The anniversary of the start of its island building underscores the
transformed geopolitics in a corridor central to the international maritime order.

In December 2013, the Chinese government pressed the massive Tianjing dredger into service
at Johnson South Reef in the Spratly archipelago, far from the Chinese mainland. The Spratlys
are to the south of the Paracel Islands, which China seized in 1974, capitalizing on American
forces’ departure from South Vietnam. In 1988, the reef was the scene of a Chinese attack that
killed 72 Vietnamese sailors and sank two of their ships.

The dredger’s job is to fragment sediment on the seabed and deposit it on a reef until a low-lying
man made island emerges. The Tianjing —boasting its own propulsion system and a capacity to
extract sediment at a rate of 4,530 cubic metres per hour—did its job very quickly, creating 11
hectares of new land, including a harbour, in less than four months. All the while, a Chinese
warship stood guard.

Since then, China has built six more artificial islands in the South China Sea and steadily
expanded its military assets in this highly strategic area, through which one-third of global
maritime trade passes. It has constructed port facilities, military buildings, radar and sensor
installations, hardened shelters for missiles, vast logistical warehouses for fuel, water and
ammunition, and even airstrips and aircraft hangars on the man-made islands. Reinforcing its
position further, China has strong-armed its neighbours into suspending the exploitation of
natural resources within their own exclusive economic zones.

Consequently, China has turned its contrived historical claims to the South China Sea into reality
and gained strategic depth, despite a 2016 ruling by an international arbitral tribunal invalidating
those claims. China’s leaders seem intent on proving the old adage that “possession is nine-
tenths of the law”. And the world, it seems, is letting them get away with it.

The Chinese did not leave that outcome to chance. Before building their islands in the South
China Sea, they spent several months testing possible US reactions through symbolic moves.
First, in June 2012, China seized the disputed Scarborough Shoal from the Philippines, without
eliciting a tangible international response.

Almost immediately, the China State Shipbuilding Industry Corporation published on its website
draft blueprints for man-made islands atop reefs, including drawings of structures that have
come to define China’s Spratly construction programme.

In September 2013, China launched its next test: it sent the Tianjing dredger to Cuarteron Reef,
where it stayed for three weeks without initiating any land reclamation. Satellite images later
showed the dredger at another reef, Fiery Cross, again doing little. Again, the US, under
President Barack Obama, did not push back, emboldening China to start its first island-building
project, at Johnson South Reef.

The final two years of the Obama presidency were marked by frenzied construction. All of this
has taken a serious toll on the region’s marine life.
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The coral reefs China has destroyed to use as the foundation for its islands provided food and
shelter for many marine species, as well as supplying larvae for Asia’s all-important fisheries.
Add to that chemically laced runoff from the new artificial islands, and China’s activities are
devastating the South China Sea ecosystems.

Obama’s last defence secretary, Ash Carter, has criticized his former boss’s soft approach
toward China. In a recent essay, Carter wrote that Obama, “misled” by his own analysis, viewed
as suspect “recommendations from me and others to more aggressively challenge China’s
excessive maritime claims and other counterproductive behaviors”. For a while, Carter says,
Obama even bought into China’s vision of a G2-style arrangement with the US.

Now, President Donald Trump’s administration is grappling with the consequences of Obama’s
approach. Trump wants to implement a vision of a “free and open Indo-Pacific”. The “free and
open Indo-Pacific” strategy is the successor to Obama’s unhinged “pivot” to Asia.

But, from its newly built perches in the South China Sea, China is better positioned not only to
sustain air and sea patrols in the region, but also to advance its strategy of projecting power
across the Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific. How can there be any hope of a free and
open Indo-Pacific, when the critical corridor linking the Indian and Pacific oceans is increasingly
dominated by the world’s largest autocracy?

China’s territorial grab, a triumph of brute power over rules, exposes the vulnerability of the
current liberal world order. The geopolitical and environmental toll is likely to rise, imposing
major costs on the region’s states and reshaping international maritime relations.©2018/project
syndicate

Brahma Chellaney is professor of strategic studies at the New Delhi-based Center for Policy
Research

Comments are welcome at theirviews@livemint.com
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CHINA’S PAK. INVESTMENTS TAKE A MILITARY TURN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developing countries on India's

interests

Closely bound:Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan with Chinese President Xi Jinping in Beijing
in November.APThomas Peter  

When U.S. President Donald Trump started the new year by suspending billions of dollars of
security aid to Pakistan, one theory was that it would scare the Pakistani military into
cooperating better with its U.S. allies.

The reality was that Pakistan already had a replacement sponsor lined up.

Just two weeks later, the Pakistani Air Force and Chinese officials were putting the final touches
on a secret proposal to expand Pakistan’s building of Chinese military jets, weaponry and other
hardware.

The confidential plan, reviewed by The New York Times , would also deepen the cooperation
between China and Pakistan in space, a frontier the Pentagon recently said Beijing was trying to
militarise after decades of playing catch-up.

All those military projects were designated as part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a
chain of infrastructure development programmes stretching across some 70 countries, built and
financed by Beijing.

Chinese officials have repeatedly said the Belt and Road is purely an economic project with
peaceful intent. But with its plan for Pakistan, China is for the first time explicitly tying a Belt and
Road proposal to its military ambitions.

Since the beginning of the BRI in 2013, Pakistan has been the programme’s flagship site, with
some $62 billion in projects planned in the so-called China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
In the process, China has lent more and more money to Pakistan at a time of economic
desperation there, binding the two countries ever closer.

For the most part, Pakistan has eagerly turned more toward China as the chill with the U.S. has
deepened. Some Pakistani officials are growing concerned about losing sovereignty to their
deep-pocketed Asian ally, but the host of ways the two countries are now bound together may
leave Pakistan with little choice but to go along.

Even before the revelation of the new Chinese-Pakistani military cooperation, some of China’s
biggest projects in Pakistan had clear strategic implications.

Strategic card

A Chinese-built seaport and special economic zone in the Pakistani town of Gwadar is rooted in
trade, giving China a quicker route to get goods to the Arabian Sea. But it also gives Beijing a
strategic card to play against India and the U.S. if tensions worsen to the point of naval
blockades as the two powers increasingly confront each other at sea.

A less scrutinised component of BRI is the central role Pakistan plays in China’s Beidou satellite
navigation system. Pakistan is the only other country that has been granted access to the
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system’s military service, allowing more precise guidance for missiles, ships and aircraft. The
tightening China-Pakistan security alliance has gained momentum on a long road to the Arabian
Sea. In 2015, under BRI, China took a nascent port in the Pakistani coastal town of Gwadar and
supercharged the project with an estimated $800 million development plan that included a large
SEZ for Chinese companies.

Linking the port to western China would be a new 2,000-mile network of highways and rails
through the Balochistan province, a resource-rich region plagued by militancy.

Naval footprint

The public vision for the project was that it would allow Chinese goods to bypass much longer
and more expensive shipping routes through the Indian Ocean and avoid the territorial waters of
several U.S. allies in Asia.

Military analysts predict that China could use Gwadar to expand the naval footprint of its attack
submarines, after agreeing in 2015 to sell eight submarines to Pakistan in a deal worth up to $6
billion. China could use the equipment it sells to the South Asian country to refuel its own
submarines, extending its Navy’s global reach.

According to the undisclosed proposal drawn up by the Pakistani Air Force and Chinese officials
at the start of the year, an SEZ under the CPEC would be created in Pakistan to produce a new
generation of fighter jets. For the first time, navigation systems, radar systems and onboard
weapons would be built jointly by the countries at factories in Pakistan.

The proposal, confirmed by officials at the Ministry of Planning and Development, would expand
China and Pakistan’s current cooperation on the JF-17 fighter jet, which is assembled at
Pakistan’s military-run Kamra Aeronautical Complex in Punjab province. The Chinese-designed
jets have given Pakistan an alternative to the U.S.-built F-16 fighters.NYTimes
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EXPLAINER: ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE
NEW PEACE AGREEMENT ON YEMEN

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Middle East

Armed Houthi followers attend a gathering showing support for their movement in Sanaa,
Yemen   | Photo Credit: Reuters

The ceasefire between Yemen’s Houthi rebels and forces loyal to President Abdrabbuh Mansur
Hadi in the port city of Hodeida came into existence on December 18. The agreement was
reached in UN-mediated talks held in Stockholm earlier this month. At the time of the
negotiations, the city was almost in the hands of the Saudi-led coalition. The coalition had
blockaded the port, the main conduit for humanitarian aid to enter Yemen, for months, and the
fighters, mostly UAE soldiers, were battling the rebels. But Saudi Arabia came under increased
global pressure to stop fighting in Yemen after the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi inside
its consulate in Istanbul triggered a global outcry. The spotlight on Yemen and its deteriorating
humanitarian situation has been so strong after the Khashoggi affair that even the U.S., which
supports Riyadh in the war, cut down its involvement by ending refuelling of coalition aircraft.
With the UN also pushing for talks, the Yemeni government backed by Saudi Arabia gave the
green light for talks.

Since the Saudi intervention in 2015, at least 10,000 people have been killed in Yemen,
according to the WHO. The widespread damage caused to infrastructure by the coalition
airstrikes and lack of supplies of food and medicines due to the blockade have pushed Yemen
into a humanitarian catastrophe. About 12 million people are at the risk of starvation if aid
doesn’t reach them fast. The country has also seen a massive cholera outbreak. A child dies
every 10 minutes in Yemen from preventable causes, says UNICEF.

Saudi Arabia interfered in Yemen after the Shia Houthi rebels captured Sana’a, the capital city,
and the internationally recognised government of President Hadi moved to the country’s south.
The Saudis accuse Iran of bankrolling the Houthis and “destabilising” the Arabian peninsula. The
Saudi plan was to expel the Houthis from Sana’a and restore the authority of the government.
But almost four years since they launched the attack, the Houthis still control Sana’a and much
of the north of Yemen. They also fire short-range missiles across the border into Saudi Arabia,
which has become a major security concern for Riyadh.

Barring some violations, the ceasefire held on the second day on Wednesday. Both sides are
under pressure. The war reached a stalemate long ago. The Houthis have seen loss of territory
in recent months, while the Saudi coalition is facing growing international pressure. According to
the agreement, all combatants should withdraw from Hodeida in 21 days. UN observers will set
up a monitoring team of government and rebel representatives to oversee the truce. But the
Stockholm agreement is primarily focussed on Yemen’s humanitarian conditions. That is why
the ceasefire was agreed only in Hodeida. The question is whether the warring parties can
extend the truce to other areas of conflict. Both parties are well-entrenched in Yemen’s fractured
political landscape. A solution to the conflict can be found only if the rebels and the government
make some political concessions.

The government’s maternity benefit programme must be implemented better and comply with
the Food Security Act
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CONTROVERSIAL EXIT: U.S TROOPS WITHDRAWAL
FROM SYRIA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

President Donald Trump’s decision to pull U.S. troops out of Syria has predictably upset both the
Washington establishment and America’s global allies. Within a day of the announcement,
Secretary of Defense James Mattis quit, while allies say the move would affect the battle against
the Islamic State in Syria. Mr. Trump, however, appears unfazed. Bringing soldiers back to the
U.S. was a campaign promise. Earlier this year he had wanted to exit Syria, but delayed the
decision amid resistance within his cabinet. Now he claims that the physical infrastructure of the
IS caliphate is destroyed and the U.S. can leave the war against the remnants of the jihadist
group to the Syrian government and its main backers, Russia and Iran. On the face of it, there is
a strategic argument in Mr. Trump’s decision. The caliphate is actually destroyed — the IS has
lost 95% of the territory it once controlled and is now confined to narrow pockets on the Iraqi-
Syrian border. The U.S. would also not like to get stuck in Syria forever. It is basically Russia’s
war. The U.S. is already stranded in Afghanistan (for 17 years) and Iraq (over 15 years) without
a way out. After these interventions, Presidents have been wary of deploying “boots on the
ground” in West Asia. Barack Obama had pulled back most U.S. troops from Iraq and
Afghanistan. Mr. Trump wants to get out of the Syrian theatre. But the ground reality is too
complex and requires Mr. Trump to be more patient and strategic in his policymaking.

The U.S. has only 2,000 troops in Syria. They were not directly involved in the ground battle,
and were supporting the Syrian Democratic Forces, a rebel group led by Kurdish rebels who
were in the forefront of the fight against the IS. The U.S. support for the Kurdish rebels has irked
Turkey, which sees them as an extension of the Kurdistan Workers Party, the rebels on the
Turkish side who have been fighting Turkish troops for decades. Turkey considers the military
consolidation of Kurds as a strategic threat. In the past, Turkey had attacked Kurds in some
pockets on the Syrian side, but was prevented from launching a full-throttle attack because of
the U.S. presence. When Mr. Trump pulls out American troops, he would in effect be leaving the
Syrian Kurds at the mercy of Turkish troops. A second risk factor will emerge if Turkey launches
an attack on the Kurdish militants, which President Recep Tayyip Erdoan has vowed to do. The
Kurds will then have to re-channel their resources to fight Turkish soldiers. This will weaken the
ground resistance against the remaining IS militants on the southern side of the border. Mr.
Trump would have done better to wait before deciding to pull out of Syria. He could have
considered waiting for the conflict to de-escalate even further; also, he could have gained
assurances from Turkey that it would refrain from attacking Kurdish troops. The cost of being so
abrupt is that it leaves a dangerous vacuum in northeastern Syria.

 

Maharashtra’s proposal on reservation for Marathas is bound to invite judicial scrutiny
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ISLAND HOPPING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

On his first visit abroad, to New Delhi last week, as the President of the Maldives, Ibrahim
Mohamed Solih appears to have struck the right notes. In India a month after assuming his new
responsibility, Mr. Solih has assured New Delhi that the Maldives is pivoting to the ‘India First’
policy.

The five-year-long tenure of his predecessor, Abdulla Yameen, was marked by a serious
deterioration in ties with India, as Mr. Yameen steadily took his nation towards authoritarianism
and into a close embrace with China.

Mr. Solih’s government has adopted a different vision — one anchored in decentralised and
people-centric governance. India seems to enjoy a special place in his worldview. He stressed
that it is “our closest neighbour”. President Ram Nath Kovind reciprocated by tweeting: “India
attaches the highest importance to its relationship with Maldives.” Prime Minister Narendra Modi
was the only head of government present at Mr. Solih’s inauguration, on November 17.

The joint statement issued during Mr. Solih’s visit reflects a fine balance between the interests of
both countries. To help the Maldives address its budget deficit and development challenges,
India has worked out a generous $1.4 billion assistance package. Its break-up and the period for
which it is available have not been revealed yet. However, it is learnt reliably that much of the
funding may be utilised for people-friendly projects in four domains: health care, education,
water and sanitation.

Besides, India has offered visa facilitation that will allow Maldivians to visit India easily (with
reciprocal facilities for Indian visitors to the Maldives); 1,000 “additional” training slots for the
next five years; close cooperation on political and diplomatic issues; and support to the Maldives
as it seeks to rejoin the Commonwealth and its entry into the Indian Ocean Rim Association
(IORA). The visit resulted in the conclusion of four agreements relating to cooperation for
information technology, culture, agri-business, and visa arrangements.

The new government in Male has also given assurances to be fully sensitive to India’s security
and strategic concerns, in the light of reports that China has gained access to one or more
islands for military purposes. On the valid ground that the security interests of both countries are
“interlinked”, India and the Maldives have agreed to be mindful of “each other’s concerns and
aspirations for the stability of the region”. The two governments now plan “to enhance maritime
security” in the Indian Ocean Region. The expectation in Delhi is that the Indian Navy and Coast
Guard will now be able to secure better cooperation from the Maldives for coordinated patrolling,
aerial surveillance and capacity building.

Besides, intelligence agencies hope to revert to nurturing better collaboration in combating
terrorism and other non-traditional security challenges. This is significant, considering that
radicalisation is a live issue there. A sizeable number of Maldivian young men are reported to
have left to join the Islamic State in Syria.

The trade and investment facet of the bilateral relationship is of a modest nature, given the
country’s small population. The annual value of bilateral trade is $200 million. India Inc.,
therefore, needs to be energised to increase its presence in the Maldivian market, despite the
setback suffered by a private Indian firm when its contract was cancelled unceremoniously in
December 2012. Mr. Solih did well by participating in a business event, hosted jointly by India’s
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three apex industry chambers. His message was clear: the Maldives is open for business again.

The deliberations in Delhi took place as China’s footprint in South Asia has increased in recent
years. There is a growing realisation that, owing to Beijing’s strategic objectives, economic
capability and assertive diplomacy, it is not feasible for India to supplant China in neighbouring
countries. But India has its own advantages, assets and friends. The intention is to leverage
them fully, deriving benefit from the neighbours’ essential thirst for maintaining balance in their
external relations.

The change in the Maldives has been followed by a re-assertion of democratic impulses in Sri
Lanka, as symbolised by the return of Ranil Wickremesinghe as the Prime Minister. India enjoys
close relations with Mauritius and the Seychelles. A new grouping of India, the Maldives, Sri
Lanka, Mauritius and the Seychelles, focussed on maritime security and economic development,
looks attainable in the short term.

In devising a smart action plan to implement the SAGAR, or Security and Growth for All in the
Region, strategy, that was announced by Mr. Modi in March 2015, New Delhi should accord
equal importance to its two key goals: address its neighbours’ concerns on security challenges;
and harness enticing opportunities for the Blue Economy. Even others such as South Africa,
whose President is due to visit India in January next year, and Kenya, much enthused from
having hosted recently the first global conference on the sustainable Blue Economy, may be
happy to join.

Rajiv Bhatia is Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House. A former Ambassador, he headed the
division in the Ministry of External Affairs which handled relations with the Maldives and other
neighbours
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GURUGRAM CENTRE TO MONITOR IOR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

Consolidating the regional efforts with friendly nations to keep the global commons “open and
accessible for all,” India on Saturday inaugurated an Information Fusion Centre - Indian Ocean
Region (IFC-IOR) which will work closely with countries in the region and will be manned by the
Indian Navy.

“The need for IFC-IOR stems from importance of the IOR for world trade and security. All
stakeholders are equal in this maritime security and safety milestone,” Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said at the inauguration.

A theatre of contention

The IFC has been established at the Navy’s Information Management and Analysis Centre
(IMAC) at Gurugram, the single point centre interlinking all the coastal radar chains to generate
a seamless real-time picture of the nearly 7,500-km long coastline.

The IFC aims to bring various countries in the region and pool in best practices to jointly monitor
the vast IOR which is increasingly becoming the theatre of contention between great powers
apart from an increase in natural disasters and trans-national threats like piracy, terrorism and
trafficking.

According to Navy officials, “all countries — about 21 — that have already signed White
Shipping Information Exchange agreements with us are IFC partners and can post International
Liaison Officers (ILOs) at the centre.” At least 10 countries, including the U.S., France, Italy and
Japan, have expressed interest in posting their officers. “It is for equals, it is for partners,” Ms.
Sitharaman stated.

The centre will be tracking and monitoring 75,000 to 1.5 lakh shipping traffic in the IOR in real
time, round-the-clock.

More manpower

To begin with, the ILOs will have a virtual presence at the centre. In the near future, the Indian
Navy is looking to host additional ILOs adjacent to the IFC-IOR for which creation of
infrastructure and manpower is being worked out.

“The expertise of the resident ILOs would be utilised towards sharing of real-time information
with partners as well as for generating timely and adequate response to developing situations,”
the Navy said in a statement.
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RAKSHA MANTRI INAUGURATES INFORMATION
FUSION CENTRE – INDIAN OCEAN REGION (IFC-IOR)

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

Ministry of Defence

Raksha Mantri Inaugurates Information Fusion Centre –
Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR)

Posted On: 22 DEC 2018 7:31PM by PIB Delhi

      Mrs. Nirmala Sitharaman, the Honourable Raksha Mantri, launched the Information
Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) today, 22 Dec 18, at Information
Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC) Gurugram. Apart from representation by officials
from the MoD, MEA, MHA, Ministry of Shipping and the NSCS, Ambassadors and Resident
Defence Attaches of partner countries also participated in the event.

      The Indian Ocean Region is vital to world trade and economic prosperity of many nations
as more than 75% of the world’s maritime trade and 50% of global oil consumption passes
through the IOR. However, maritime terrorism, piracy, human and contraband trafficking,
illegal and unregulated fishing, arms running and poaching pose myriad challenges to
maritime safety and security in the region. Response to these challenges requires enhanced
situational awareness of the maritime activities in the region so as to enable security
agencies function effectively.

      However, the scale, scope and the multi-national nature of maritime activities, make it
difficult for countries to address these challenges individually. Hence, collaborative efforts
between maritime nations in the IOR, is essential. Towards this, the IFC-IOR aims to engage
with partner nations and multi-national maritime constructs to develop comprehensive
maritime domain awareness and share information on vessels of interest. The intention of
this collaborative endeavour shall be to secure the global commons for a peaceful, stable
and prosperous region towards the well-being of all.

      In his address to the gathering, Admiral Sunil Lanba, the Chief of the Naval Staff said that
the IFC – IOR shall be a collaborative construct that will work with partners, countries as well
as international agencies; to enhance maritime security and safety. It would also aim to work
closely with the multi-national constructs and other information fusion centres said the
Admiral. He further added that the IFC-IOR would work towards capability building in the
region, coordination of incident response and disaster relief, and in time, also share
submarine safety information.

During her address the Hon’ble Raksha Mantri said that the objective of having an IFC-IOR
is more for partners, equals to work towards keeping the global commons safe and
democratically available for all of us. She further added that, in addition to utilising our
collective wisdom and resources towards addressing the myriad challenges in our region, the
IFC-IOR will help us interface and integrate, wherein, we would benefit from each other’s
best practices and expertise. More significantly, the IFC-IOR will help foster bonds of trust,
camaraderie and partnership; ingredients that are vital for relationships between nations to
transcend from being merely transactional to ones that are transformational”.
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      The information exchange at the IFC-IOR would be initially undertaken by virtual means,
using telephone calls, faxes, emails and video conferencing over internet. Subsequently, to
enable better interaction, quicker analysis of information and provide timely inputs, the IFC-
IOR would host Liaison Officers from partner countries. Additionally, towards enhancing
capability building, the IFC-IOR would undertake conduct of exercises and training capsules
in maritime information collation and sharing.

      The IFC-IOR website is accessible through https://indiannavy.nic.in/IFC-IOR/index.html
and will be hosted as an independent portal in due course of time.
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AFTER WITHDRAWAL OF US TROOPS FROM SYRIA,
INDIA’S CHALLENGE IN AFGHANISTAN

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Just a day after the US President Donald Trump announced his decision to withdraw troops from
Syria, reports began coming in of a larger, and much more significant, drawdown from
Afghanistan. The Trump administration has decided to withdraw roughly 7,000 troops from
Afghanistan. This decision will have major consequences for peace in Afghanistan and the
neighbourhood. It was increasingly becoming clear that Mr Trump was too impatient to stick to
his own Afghanistan strategy announced in August 2017. Curbing his isolationist instincts, Mr
Trump had then decided to commit more resources and personnel to the Afghan war. A year
later, Mr Trump had grown weary and decided to enter into a Faustian bargain with the Taliban.
Consequently, Zalmay Khalilzdad, an Afghan-born US diplomat, was appointed to pursue talks
with the Taliban.

The US announcement of withdrawal should have ideally followed some concessions by the
Taliban. Far from conceding anything, the Taliban has refused to negotiate with the current
Afghan regime, deeming it to be illegitimate. Moreover, during a Moscow-mediated talk this
November, the Taliban representatives brought the issue of US withdrawal front and centre. It is
delusional to think that the Taliban will offer concessions after the US withdrawal if it did not
while the US troops were in full strength in Afghanistan. The reason for Taliban’s resilience is
the support and succour it receives from Rawalpindi. Pakistan’s leverage in Afghanistan is set to
grow.

These are not good signs for India which has two main interests: a) preventing any extremist
group from taking over Afghanistan, and b) maintaining the economic cooperation with the
Afghan government and civil society. India’s problems are exacerbated because American
withdrawal comes at a time when its views on Afghanistan are at significant variance with other
traditional regional partners like Russia and Iran. India should not let go of its connections with
the elements of the erstwhile Northern Alliance. In case of instability, only allies on the ground
can help New Delhi get a seat at the table.

First Published: Dec 24, 2018 10:39 IST
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RUSSIA SUCCESSFULLY TESTS HYPERSONIC MISSILE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

Mission accomplished:Top officials overseeing the launch of the Avangard missile in Moscow on
Wednesday.APMikhail Klimentyev  

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday hailed final tests of a hypersonic missile, which
he had earlier said would render existing missile systems obsolete.

“On my instructions, the Ministry of Defence prepared and conducted a final test of this system.
This has just been completed with absolute success,” Mr. Putin said, during a televised meeting
with members of the government.

“Russia has a new type of strategic weapon,” he said, adding that the intercontinental
“Avangard” system would be ready for use from 2019. The Kremlin told Russian news agencies
that the test had taken place in far eastern Kamchatka. Mr. Putin had unveiled features of the
Avangard during his annual address in March, which he said would be part of a new generation
of “invincible” weaponry.

The hypersonic missile could fly at 20 times the speed of sound and manoeuvre up and down,
meaning that it could breach defence systems, he had said at the time.

The final test comes after U.S. President Donald Trump announced plans to pull out of a key
Cold War-era nuclear weapons pact, the three-decade-old Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
Treaty (INF). Mr. Putin has laid out plans to develop missiles banned under the deal if the U.S.
abandons it.
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BEING A GOOD NEIGHBOUR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

If South Asia is one of the world’s least integrated regions, India is one of the world’s least
regionally-integrated major powers. While there indeed are structural impediments (posed by
both India and its neighbours) in fostering regional integration, the most significant handicap is
New Delhi’s ideational disinclination towards its neighbourhood. Successive regimes have
considered the neighbourhood as an irritant and challenge, not an opportunity. Seldom have
India’s policies displayed a sense of belonging to the region or a desire to work with the
neighbourhood for greater integration and cooperation. Today, we have become even more
transactional, impatient and small-minded towards our neighbourhood which has, as a result,
restricted our space for manoeuvre in the regional geopolitical scheme of things.

Whichever way one looks at it, India’s neighbourhood policy is at a critical juncture: while its past
policies have ensured a steady decline in its influence and goodwill in the region, the persistent
absence of a coherent and well-planned regional policy will most definitely ensure that it
eventually slips out of India’s sphere of influence. India’s foreign policy planners therefore need
to reimagine the country’s neighbourhood policy before it is too late.

Pieces of the Asian dream

The Narendra Modi government’s neighbourhood policy began exceptionally well with Mr. Modi
reaching out to the regional capitals and making grand foreign policy commitments. But almost
immediately, it seemed to lose a sense of diplomatic balance, for instance, when it tried to
interfere with the Constitution-making process in Nepal and was accused of trying to influence
electoral outcomes in Sri Lanka. While India’s refugee policy went against its own traditional
practices, it was found severely wanting on the Rohingya question, and seemed clueless on how
to deal with the political crisis in the Maldives. Despite their characteristic bravado and
grandstanding, the BJP government’s foreign policy mandarins looked out of their depth.

While it is true that 2018 seems to have brought some good news from the regional capitals, it
has less to do with our diplomatic finesse than the natural course of events there. The arrival of
an India-friendly Ibrahim Mohamed Solih regime in Male has brought much cheer, and the return
of Ranil Wickremesinghe as Sri Lankan Prime Minister is to India’s advantage too. Nepal has
reached out to India to put an end to the acrimony that persisted through 2015 to 2017. Bhutan,
Myanmar and Bangladesh are also positively disposed towards India, though the relationship
with Pakistan continues to be testy and directionless. What this then means is that New Delhi
has a real opportunity today to recalibrate its neighbourhood relations.

First, let’s briefly examine what should not be done in dealing with a sensitive neighbourhood.
For one, India must shed its aggression and deal with tricky situations with far more diplomatic
subtlety and finesse. The manner in which it weighed down on Nepal in 2015 during the
Constitution-making process is an example of how not to influence outcomes. The ability of
diplomacy lies in subtly persuading the smaller neighbour to accept an argument rather than
forcing it to, which is bound to backfire.

Second, it must be kept in mind that meddling in the domestic politics of neighbour countries is a
recipe for disaster, even when invited to do so by one political faction or another. Preferring one
faction or regime over another is unwise in the longer term. Take the example of incumbent Sri
Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena. There was a great deal of cheer in New Delhi when he
took office in January 2015 (with some saying India helped him cobble together a winnable
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coalition) after defeating Mahinda Rajapaksa, considered less well disposed toward India.
However, Mr. Sirisena’s political transformation was quick, as were India’s fortunes in Colombo,
at least temporarily.

Third, New Delhi must not fail to follow up on its promises to its neighbours. It has a terrible track
record in this regard.

Is India’s foreign policy adrift?

Fourth, there is no point in competing with China where China is at an advantage vis-à-vis India.
This is especially true of regional infrastructure projects. India simply does not have the political,
material or financial wherewithal to outdo China in building infrastructure. Hence India must
invest where China falls short, especially at the level of institution-building and the use of soft
power. However, even in those areas China seems to be forging ahead. India must therefore
invest a great deal more in soft power promotion (and not the Hindutva kind of outreach). To
begin with, India could expand the scope and work of the South Asian University (SAU),
including by providing a proper campus (instead of allowing it to function out of a hotel building)
and ensuring that its students get research visas to India without much hassle. If properly
utilised, the SAU can become a point for regional integration.

Finally, while reimagining its neighbourhood policy, New Delhi must also look for convergence of
interests with China in the Southern Asian region spanning from Afghanistan to Nepal to Sri
Lanka. There are several possible areas of convergence, including counter terrorism, regional
trade and infrastructure development. China and India’s engagement of the South Asian region
needn’t be based on zero-sum calculations. For example, any non-military infrastructure
constructed by China in the region can also be beneficial to India while it trades with those
countries. A road or a rail line built by China in Bangladesh or Nepal can be used by India in
trading with those countries.

Going forward, New Delhi must invest in three major policy areas. There needs to be better
regional trading arrangements. The reason why South Asia is the least integrated region in the
world is because the economic linkages are shockingly weak among the countries of the region.
The lead to correct this must be taken by India even if this means offering better terms of trade
for the smaller neighbours. While it is true that long ‘sensitive lists’ maintained by South Asian
countries are a major impediment in the implementation of SAFTA, or the South Asian Free
Trade Area, India could do a lot more to persuade them to reduce the items on such lists.
Second, several of India’s border States have the capacity to engage in trading arrangements
with neighbouring counties. This should be made easier by the government by way of
constructing border infrastructure and easing restrictions on such border trade.

Second, India prefers bilateral engagements in the region rather than deal with neighbours on
multilateral forums. However, there is only so much that can be gained from bilateral
arrangements, and there should be more attempts at forging multilateral arrangements,
including by resurrecting the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC).

Third, India must have a coherent and long-term vision for the neighbourhood devoid of empty
rhetoric and spectacular visits without follow up. We must ask ourselves, as the biggest country
in the South Asian neighbourhood, what kind of a region do we want to be situated in, and work
towards enabling that.

Happymon Jacob is an associate professor at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and the author of
‘The Line of Control: Travelling with the Indian and Pakistani Armies’.
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ABANDONED ON THE BATTLEFIELD
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

U.S. President Donald Trump’s recent decision to pull American troops out of Syria is a body
blow to the Syrian Kurds, the unsung heroes of the war against the Islamic State (IS). The U.S.
began bombing the IS in September 2014 after the jihadist group announced a new Caliphate
with territories spread across the Iraqi-Syrian border. But the bombing campaign remained
largely ineffective till the U.S. found a partner on the ground to take on IS positions.

The decline of the IS actually began in Kobane, a largely Kurdish-populated Syrian town on the
Turkish border, in January 2015. At that time, the group was fast-expanding from eastern Syria,
where it established its de facto capital in Raqqah, to the border towns in the northeast. The
Turkish-Syrian border remained porous, allowing the IS to transport militants in and out of Syria
freely. It was the height of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the self-declared Caliph’s bloodbath
campaign. It laid siege to the city of Kobane. After a six-month-long battle, the People’s
Protection Units (YPG), the militia of the Syrian Kurdistan, recaptured the battered city and
ousted the IS. The U.S. provided air cover. It was after the battle for Kobane that then U.S.
President Barack Obama realised the real strategic potential of the Kurdish rebels.

Controversial exit: U.S troops withdrawal from Syria

The Kobane experience was repeated in nearby towns. The YPG freed Tal Abyad in July and
moved to oust the IS from the Syria-Turkish border region. After these initial victories, the Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF), a coalition of Kurdish, Arab and Assyrian militias and led by the YPG,
was formed in 2015 with the blessings of the U.S. It has since become the official defence force
of the Syrian Kurdistan (commonly known as Rojava). The U.S. doesn’t have a major troops
presence in the region. Since Mr. Obama sent some 50 commandos to advise the Kurds in
2015, the number of American troops has grown to at least 2,000. But in the territories east of
the Euphrates that are part of the Rojava, the U.S. has built massive military infrastructure — it
has at least a dozen military bases, including four airfields.

This American-Kurdish partnership has been a success story. Within three years of its formation,
the SDF has defeated the IS in most of the territories the group held. After capturing the
(Kurdish) border areas, the SDF moved to Arab-populated towns in the east such as Raqqah
and Deir ez-Zor and freed them one after the other. The IS, which once claimed territories as big
as the United Kingdom, has now been confined to some narrow pockets on the Iraqi-Syrian
border. But the U.S.’s support for the Kurds and their military victories has irked another country
in the region — Turkey, a NATO member and an American ally. The YPG (the main component
of the SDF) has close ties with the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), the Kurdish militant group on
the Turkish side which is seen as a terrorist organisation by both Ankara and Washington.
Abdullah Öcalan, one of the founding leaders of the PKK who has been imprisoned in Turkey
since 1999, is revered in Rojava as well. So Turkey fears the military mobilisation of the Rojava
would embolden the PKK. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoan has also been upset that the
U.S. has been backing the Kurdish rebels, who he often refers to as terrorists.

Turkey’s attack on Afrin, a predominantly Kurdish town on the Syrian side, in January this year
was born out of this security concern. Mr. Erdoan wants to create a buffer between the Turkish
border and the Rojava. The plan is to capture the border region from Kurdish militants and hand
it over to pro-Turkey rebel groups — there are Turkmen and Arab rebels in Syria who get aid
from Turkey. And if Turkey occupies parts of Syria on the border — Turkish-backed militants
operate in Idlib, a rebel-held territory — it will also give Turkey a seat on the high table to find a
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solution to the Syria crisis. But a major impediment to execute this plan has been the continuing
U.S. presence in Rojava. The Afrin attack was limited in scale. Since then, Mr. Erdoan has on
several occasions made empty threats to send troops to other areas, including Manbij, where
U.S. troops are present. With the U.S. pulling out of Syria, it’s a green light to Mr. Erdoan to
make his moves freely. His Defence Minister Hulusi Akar has already threatened to “bury them
(Kurdish militants) in ditches”.

The U.S. has a history of supporting and betraying the Kurds. After the First World War, U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson backed the idea of autonomy for non-Turkish minorities of the
Ottoman Empire. But the Allied Powers never pushed for it. When the post-Ottoman boundaries
were redrawn, the Kurds were split among four countries — Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran. In all
these countries, they have been a persecuted minority. In the 1970s, the U.S. backed the Iraqi
Kurds in rebelling against the pro-Soviet Baathists. But they abandoned them after Iran, an
American ally, signed the Algiers Accord to settle border disputes with Iraq in 1975. In the next
15 years, the Kurds in northern Iraq would see the worst form of repression by Baghdad,
including a chemical attack in 1988. The U.S. looked away when thousands of Kurds were
slaughtered by Saddam’s regime. They would come back to Iraqi Kurdistan during the first Gulf
War.

Unfortunately, the Syrian Kurds face the same fate. Syrian Kurdistan is not a constitutionally
recognised autonomous entity like Iraqi Kurdistan. They are surrounded by enemies, the
remnants of the IS, a vengeful, insecure Turkish military and the blood-soaked Syrian regime. In
theory, the U.S. pulling out of an illegal war is fine — the American intervention has neither
congressional approval nor the UN Security Council’s nod. But in practice, since the U.S.
intervention has already started shaping the reality on the ground, the pull-out should have been
an orderly one. The U.S. has the moral obligation to ensure the safety of the Syrian Kurds. It
could have used the pull-out as a bargaining chip to get concessions both from Ankara and
Damascus. Instead, Mr. Trump’s abrupt decision to pull out of Syria leaves the Kurds twisting in
the whirlwind.

stanly.johny@thehindu.co.in

The inclusion of forest rights in its campaign helped the Congress in Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh
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OPINION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

Only astrologers and pollsters predict election outcomes and often they get it wrong. Sitting far
away from Bangladesh, it is not for me to predict the results of the vote on 30 December, but it
would be surprising if the Awami League doesn’t return to power.

In the Bangladeshi fable, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina Wazed’s Awami League is supposed to
represent the forces of light, the party of the freedom struggle, cruelly deprived of power by
assassinations and rigged votes, now realizing the ideals of the nation’s founding fathers. In the
same fable, its opponents are the forces of darkness.

In reality, the Awami League today barely resembles the pre-independence party and looks
more like what it became by early 1975—the Bangladesh Krishak Sramik Awami League, or
Baksal, creating a one-party-state that forcibly merged newspapers, banned other parties, and
relied on the muscle power of unruly youth.

In the lead up to next week’s elections, attacks on opposition politicians and workers have been
relentless, with obstructions placed on their ability to campaign. The election commission has
not acted on complaints of voter intimidation. Bangladesh delayed giving visas to the Asian
Network for Free Elections (Anfrel), a non-partisan body that wanted to monitor the elections,
and Hasina’s allegedly tech-savvy son Sajeeb Wazed falsely claimed on the internet that
Anfrel’s head is a Bangladeshi opposition politician (he is a Cambodian). Last week, eight UN
human rights experts expressed alarm over election-related violence.

This isn’t 1974-75, but then history doesn’t repeat itself identically. The digital security act has
chilled freedom of expression and the government has largely ignored protests from editors,
journalists, and rights groups. Extra-judicial executions have increased (a UN estimate says 130
people have been killed) and more than 13,000 arrested without due process. Other unlawful
arrests continue—most recently of award-winning photographer, writer and human rights activist
Shahidul Alam, who was incarcerated for over 100 days and released only after a comical
process where one bench was “embarrassed” to handle the case, and another refused to hear it
without giving any reason. Many students who had been arrested around the same time face the
risk of prosecution for “spreading rumours” in connection with taking part in peaceful protests.

Great as Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was, he wasn’t the only one who secured Bangladesh’s
independence. Mujib paid the ultimate price in 1975, when rogue army officers assassinated him
and most of his family. That ghastly tragedy has made it difficult to assess his rule fairly: The
collapse of law and order and the poor handling of mass starvation in 1974 get little attention.
Besides, many fought for freedom, thousands of Mukti Bahini warriors, towering women and
men (including Kazi Nazrul Islam, Tajuddin Ahmed, Qamaruzzaman and Mansur Ali, all killed in
the Dhaka jail in November 1975), and others, such as Kamal Hossain.

A fine legal scholar, Hossain is active in Bangladesh politics. He was among the main drafters of
the country’s constitution and wrote laws to set up a war crimes tribunal, far ahead of its time.
Later he was Bangladesh’s foreign minister, as well as an exemplary rapporteur for the UN
human rights system. About 10 days ago, he went to the martyrs’ memorial at Rayer Bazar to
honour intellectuals killed by the defeated Pakistani army in the last days of the 1971 war.
Hooligans (some allegedly connected with the ruling party) attacked his convoy, culminating in a
vicious campaign targeting him to undermine and minimize his role in the freedom struggle.
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Hossain is being targeted because he has concluded that after Awami League’s 10 years in
power, it is time for change. He is part of a coalition, one of whose constituents is the opposition
Bangladesh National Party (BNP). The BNP is profoundly problematic. It has ruled Bangladesh,
but its founding leader and war hero General Ziaur Rahman’s rise to power is controversial,
given that he was the last man standing after assassinations and counter-plots eliminated many
freedom fighters and generals. Its current leader, Zia’s widow and former prime minister Khaleda
Zia, is in jail on corruption charges, and their son is in exile in the UK, implicated in corruption
cases and convicted most recently of involvement in a brutal 2004 grenade attack at an Awami
League rally which killed many. BNP has in the past allied with the fundamentalist Jamaat-i-
Islami party, which opposed Bangladesh’s birth and several of whose leaders have been
convicted and executed in recent years for committing war crimes. (While the Awami League
describes itself as secular, it has fought shoulder-to-shoulder with the Jamaat in 1996 and is
today tied with another Islamist organization, Hefazote Islam.)

For many years, Bangladeshis have wistfully sought a “minus-two” solution to the country’s
myriad political problems—a political future without the two warring families. That day may be
far. Bangladeshis deserve better, but at the very least, may they have a free and fair election
next week.

Salil Tripathi is a writer based in London. Read Salil’s previous Mint columns at
www.livemint.com/saliltripathi
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BATTLE FOR DHAKA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

Demands by the Opposition in Bangladesh for the resignation of the Chief Election
Commissioner just four days ahead of the December 30 parliamentary election reflect the bitter
divisions that have undermined the credibility of government agencies. The Bangladesh
Nationalist Party, the main constituent of the Opposition Jatiya Oikya Front, claims that 9,200 of
its activists have been arrested since the election schedule was announced. The country has
seen a spike in political violence, mainly targeting the Opposition. The government of Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina denies the allegations and blames the BNP for violence. Last week,
Mahbub Talukdar, an election commissioner, said there was no level playing field between the
ruling Awami League and the Opposition. In a report published on December 22, Human Rights
Watch said that “arrests and other repressive measures... have contributed to a climate of fear”.
Ever since democracy was restored in 1990-91, election seasons have been tumultuous. In the
past when the BNP was in power, it had refused to step down after its tenure ended. In 1996,
the Awami League led mass movements for elections, while in 2006 a military-backed caretaker
government postponed the election, which was finally held in December 2008. Since then, Ms.
Hasina has held power.

This time, she is seeking re-election with a formidable record in government. During the last 10
years the economy has seen a relatively high growth rate, hitting 7.8% last fiscal. Bangladesh
also improved on social indicators over the past decade. While the Sheikh Hasina government
takes credit for this as well as its tough stand on Islamist militancy, it faces criticism for its
authoritarian turn. The passing of the Digital Security Bill and the crackdown on student protests
in Dhaka drew flak even from Awami League supporters. On the other side, the Opposition is
trying to channel the resentment towards the government. Khaleda Zia, BNP leader and a
former Prime Minister, is disqualified from contesting as she is in prison for corruption, and the
Opposition has brought in Kamal Hossain, a jurist who was a minister in Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman’s government, to lead the alliance. But the Opposition’s tacit alliance with the Jamaat-
e-Islami, the militant Islamist party whose registration with the Election Commission was revoked
after a 2013 court ruling, has been alarming. BNP workers too have been involved in violent
incidents. For the Awami League, the election should have been an opportunity to break with the
history of violence and seek the mandate based on its performance. But its increasing tendency
to use force against the Opposition and the violence by its party activists have already marred
the election process.

The Congress must strengthen its democratic processes while choosing CMs
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RS. 4,500-CR. ASSISTANCE FOR BHUTAN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Bhutan

Neighbourly ties:Bhutan Prime Minister Lotay Tshering welcomed by Narendra Modi in Delhi on
Friday.R.V. Moorthy  

India will support Bhutan’s development needs by providing Rs. 4,500 crore, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced on Friday, while visiting Prime Minister of the Himalayan country
Lotay Tshering indicated his government’s commitment to maintain warm ties with India.

“I have assured the Prime Minister that India will continue to be a reliable friend and a partner of
Bhutan’s developmental needs. India will provide Rs. 4,500 crore for Bhutan’s 12th five-year
plan. This contribution will be processed according to Bhutan’s preferences and necessities,”
announced Prime Minister Modi after holding official-level talks with the Bhutanese leader and
senior officials.

Bhutan remains one of the key recipients of development assistance from India. According to
the Ministry of External Affairs, India provided Rs. 4,500 crore for the 11th five year plan that
lasted between 2013 and 2018. The Hindu reported on Friday that India is committed to
supporting Bhutan’s next five-year plan to begin shortly. Mr. Modi said that to share the benefit
of the South Asian Satellite, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is moving ahead
with plans to set up a ground station in Bhutan that will help in telemedicine, disaster relief and
climate trends.

He welcomed the democratic process in Thimphu that led to the election of the new Prime
Minister, Dr. Tshering who assumed office on November 7. He expressed confidence that the
Mangdechhu hydro power project would be completed soon.

Hydel power

He thanked his Indian counterpart for reaching out to him soon after the election victory and
sought continued support in generation of hydro power. Dr. Tshering reiterated that
hydroelectricity is the main source of revenue for his country and negotiations to fix the tariff
rates on major projects continue. The statement is significant as it comes against the backdrop
of reports of differences in the tariffs preferred by Delhi and Thimphu for the 720-MW
Mangdechhu project, being set up with Indian collaboration.
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